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Crystalline inorganic–organic hybrid materials have been explored for decades. They are 

both fundamentally and technologically important due to the fact that they integrate the 

functionality of inorganic compounds (e.g., electronic, magnetic, optical, thermal, and 

mechanical properties) and the advantages of organic species (e.g., structural flexibility, ease 

processability, light weight, and low cost) into a single-crystal lattice. A number of structure 

types have been reported to date, all of which show great promise for energy-related 

applications.  

    Inorganic-organic hybrid materials based on I-VII binary semiconductors have been 

studied intensively because of their unique photo-physical and photochemical properties, as 

well as their applications for light emitting devices, sensing devices, solar cells, and artificial 

photosynthesis. Therefore, my research has been focused on hybrid materials based on I-VII 

semiconductors, particularly for the purpose of developing better-performing rare-earth-

elements (REEs) free lighting phosphors. The parent I-VII binary compounds are well-

known for their optical properties. One of the well-studied members, copper iodide (CuI), 

exists in γ phase at room temperature, with a weak violet emission (λem = 420 nm). Though 
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the luminescence of the parent structure is relatively poor, its hybrid materials, generally 

constructed though Cu-N/P/S covalent bond by reacting copper iodide with either aromatic 

or aliphatic organic ligands, generally exhibit interesting optical properties and enhanced 

photoluminescence.  

To meet the requirements as highly efficient phosphors for solid-state-lighting (SSL) 

technology, the materials should have a number of characteristics, such as high internal 

quantum yields (IQYs), high photo-/thermal stability and optical tunability, etc. The main 

strategy applied to develop CuI-based phosphors has been centered on fulfilling these 

requirements. In this thesis I describe the design, synthesis, structure characterization and 

modification, as well as comprehensive optical property study of various structure types with 

an emphasis on improving their photoluminescence performances, including the recently 

developed AIO type of structures as the most promising and best-performing CuI-based 

phosphors to date. Such new designing strategies and developing approaches may not only 

be applicable to the copper halide based inorganic-organic hybrid structures, but also be 

innovative and useful for the construction of many other material classes. 
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1. Introduction 

    Solid-state lighting (“SSL”) technology in the form of light-emitting diodes (“LEDs”) 

generates high-efficient light sources, converts electricity into light up to 25% more 

effectively than conventional lighting sources.1 The U.S. Department of Energy has 

estimated that switching to LED lighting over the next two decades could save the country 

$250 billion in energy costs over that period; this reduces the electricity consumption for 

lighting by nearly one half, and avoid 1,800 million metric tons of carbon emission.2 The 

essential elements of LEDs are an electron-carrying n-layer and a hole-carrying p-layer. 

When a forward voltage is applied to the structure (negative to the n-layer and positive to the 

p-layer), electrons are injected from the n-layer and holes from the p-layer.3 Electrons and 

holes can radiatively recombine, emitting a photon. The wavelength and color of the photon 

is determined by the difference in the energy levels of the electrons and holes. 

    The idea of LED was first demonstrated by Nick Holonyak Jr, working at General 

Electric in 1962 and the physics behind was able to be explained by the end of 1970s. In the 

following 20 years, LED technology had experienced fast development and during the 1990s, 

and three primary color (red, green and blue) LEDs with high brightness had been 

successfully produced.4,5 In the following decade, LED devices were viable choices for a 

variety of applications ranging from monochrome signaling (e.g. traffic lights) to computer 

display and began to be considered as a potential source of white light to replace 

incandescent lamps for general lighting purposes. Common approaches to produce WLEDs 

include blending of three primary colored LEDs, namely red, green, and blue (“RGB”) 
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diode.6-14 This process requires complicated doping/mixing and delicate control of multiple 

materials and colors, which proves both challenging and costly.  

At present, commercially available WLEDs are predominantly phosphor based (e.g. a 

yellow-emitting phosphor, yttrium aluminum garnet or YAG: Ce3+, coupled with a blue-

emitting InGaN/GaN diode).15-17 While less expensive than the RGB diodes, the YAG: Ce3+ 

type phosphors and WLEDs are still more costly than that of their conventional 

counterparts due to the dependence on the rare earth elements (REEs) that are in potential 

supply shortage, and the lack of their recyclability which is destructive to the environment. 

Nowadays, about 20 percent of global REEs are used in clean energy technologies. Among 

them lanthanum, cerium, europium, terbium and yttrium are the important components 

used in the phosphors for energy-efficient lighting. Since the demand for REEs as an input 

for different technologies is increasing, their prices have been rising constantly and make the 

cost issue even more crucial.18 In addition to the cost issue, the YAG:Ce3+ type WLEDs also 

suffers from unsuitability for solution process, poor color rendering index (CRI) and high 

correlated color temperature (CCT) which limit their widespread commercialization in 

general lighting market.17 These issues make developing cost effective yellow light phosphor 

that can replace YAG:Ce3+ that are solution-processable and, REEs free, a great interest 

worldwide. Also people started pursuing the direct white-light-emitting phosphors under UV 

excitation which are not only solution-processable and REEs free but with better light 

quality such as higher CRI and low CCT. 

Crystalline inorganic–organic hybrid materials are both fundamentally and technologically 

important due to the fact that they integrate the functionality of inorganic compounds and 

the advantages of organic species  into a single-crystal lattice.19,20 A number of structure 

systems have been reported to date and are of great use for energy-related applications. One 
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of the most famous examples is inorganic-organic perovskites, due to the recent intensive 

development of their photovoltaic (PV) properties.19-23 Structurally, the interactions between 

inorganic and organic species in perovskite hybrids are primarily ionic, accompanied with 

relatively weak hydrogen-bonds or van der Waals forces in some cases. The most well-

studies example in this system, three dimensional (3D) CH3NH3PbI3, exhibits significant 

promise for high performance and low-cost solar cells due to its unique properties such as 

extremely high optical absorption, small effective masses for electrons and holes, etc.24 The 

organic component of the hybrid, methyl ammonium cation, may also play a role in the 

special suitability of the hybrid materials for photovoltaic (PV) application, through a low 

barrier to reorientation within the structure and contributions to the dielectric/ferroelectric 

properties. Other lower dimensional (0D, 1D or 2D) perovskite hybrid structures have also 

been reported and studied, and interesting optical, electrical and magnetic properties have 

been discovered and investigated in these materials.23 

Since 2000, a unique and unprecedented family of nanostructured inorganic–organic 

hybrid semiconductors based on II–VI binary compounds has been developed by our 

group.25-27 These materials are crystalline compounds and possess strong covalent-bonding 

interactions between inorganic and organic components. The inorganic components in these 

hybrid structures are subnanometer-sized building units of II–VI semiconductors, while the 

mono-/diamine molecules serve as organic linkers or spacers that act as structure-directing 

agents.27 By varying the composition and dimensionality of inorganic component and by 

using different organic amine molecules, over 100 members of this family have been 

synthesized and structurally characterized in a variety of 1D, 2D, and 3D network structures. 

Their optical properties have been studied, and most of them exhibit strong structure-
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induced quantum confinement effect (QCE) brought about as a result of modular nature of 

perfectly ordered and alternating inorganic and organic motifs at nanometer or 

subnanometer scale. The insulating organic amine molecules serve as passivating agents (as 

in the cases of colloidal quantum dots synthesis) and thus, prevent interactions between the 

neighboring inorganic motifs.25 Since the organic passivating molecules bond to the 

inorganic nanostructural motifs in a periodically ordered fashion, the QCE takes place within 

a macroscopic crystalline particle (polycrystal or single crystal), giving rise to a very large 

increase in their band gaps.25 These attractive features make them promising candidates for 

various optoelectronic applications. 

In the past decade, our efforts have been focused on developing REEs free lighting 

phosphors for SSL applications, which is environmentally friendly and being considered as a 

future-generation lighting technology. Very interestingly, some members from II-VI family 

exhibit direct broadband white light emission under UV light excitation at room temperature. 

In 2008, we reported the first semiconductor bulk material, namely the double layered 2D-

[Cd2S2(ba)] (ba = butyl-amine) structure that generates direct white light with a IQY of 

around 4-5%.28 Since these materials can be processed in bulk form, there is no issue related 

to the particle size that must be addressed in the cases of nanocrystals. After that, much 

efforts have been devoted to enhancing the IQYs of these structures, and later in 2012, we 

reported double layered Zn1.7Cd0.3S2(oa) with 0.08 mol% Mn doping that yielded a IQY of 

31-37%, exhibits a 8 fold increase compared to the previous work.29 Other luminescent 

inorganic-organic hybrid materials based lead-halide perovskites have also been reported by 

Karunadasa and Bi, exhibiting potentials as lighting phosphors.30,31 However, the 

performances of these materials are still far away for practical applications when compared 
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to commercial phosphors, which encouraged us to explore new materials with better 

emitting properties. 

 

 

Figure 1. The design of inorganic-organic hybrid materials based for general lighting 

applications. 

 

Copper halide (I-VII) based inorganic-organic hybrid materials are particular interesting 

due to their structure diversity, optical tunability and facile synthesis, and was considered as 

promising materials for LED phosphors.10,32,33 These hybrid materials are generally 

constructed though Cu-N/P/S covalent bond by reacting copper iodide with either aromatic 

or aliphatic organic ligands. Based on the coordination mode between the inorganic and the 

organic component, and the charge of the two components, we classify these materials into 

three types (Fig. 2): (i) when both the inorganic and organic components are neutral and they 
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are connected by coordination bonds, and they are called neutral or Type I structure; (ii) 

when both the two components are charged and they are no coordination bonds between 

them, we called them ionic or Type II structures; (iii) when both the two components are 

charged and they are connected by coordination bonds, they are classified as all-in-one (AIO) 

or Type III structures, which are new and developed by us.  

 

Figure 2. Illustration and introduction of the three types of copper halide based structures. 

 

To meet the requirements as phosphors for SSL, the materials should have a number of 

characteristics, such as high internal quantum yields (IQYs), high photo-/thermal stability 

and optical tunability, etc., and our strategy to develop CuI based phosphors have been 

focusing on addressing these requirements. There have been quite a few research papers 

since 1970s reporting novel copper iodide based neutral inorganic-organic hybrid structures, 
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and their structural types are diverse. However, most of them could be classified into four 

sub-groups based on the difference of their inorganic modules with a variety of coordinating 

organic ligands (Fig. 3).  

(1) CuI monomer based structures 

(2) Cu2I2 rhomboid dimer based structures 

(3) Cu4I4 cubane tetramer based structures 

(4) CuI staircase chain based structures 

 

 

Figure 3. Typical structures of a monomer 0D-CuI(py)3 , a rhomboid dimer 0D-Cu2I2(py)4, a 

cubane tetramer 0D-Cu4I4(py)4, a staircase chain 1D-CuI(py).  
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Such structural diversity and types could be simply illustrated by reaction of CuI with a 

simple N-ligand pyridine (py), which may lead to a number structures depending on the 

reaction condition and stoichiometry (Fig. 3). When the ligand py is in excess, compounds of 

stoichiometry 1:1:3 or 1:1:2 Cu(I):I:L ratio will be formed, and they are 0D-CuI(py)3 

monomer and 0D-Cu2I2(py)4 dimer. CuI mononuclear module is the simplest module and 

reported structures of this type are generally molecular clusters which each copper atom 

coordinates to three ligand molecules and one iodine atom. Cu2I2 rhomboid dimer is another 

well-known inorganic module, which each copper atom coordinates to two iodide atoms and 

two ligand molecules. Under ligand deficient condition, on the other hand, the 1:1:1 

Cu(I):I:L ratio compounds will be formed and they are also two types. One is 0D-Cu4I4(3-pc)4 

cubane cluster with the most common inorganic module Cu4I4 distorted cubic tetramers, 

which can also be considered as two Cu2I2 dimer fragments oriented perpendicular to each 

other. In the inorganic motif, each copper atom coordinates to three iodine atoms and one 

ligand. Both Cu2I2 rhomboid dimer and Cu4I4 cubane tetramer may be built in 0D molecular 

clusters with monodentate ligands or 1D to 3D extended networks with multidentate ligands. 

Except those with cluster-based inorganic motif, the other structure with 1:1:1 Cu(I):I:L ratio 

is 1D-CuI(py) with the inorganic module as infinite staircase chain that can be viewed as an 

electronically neutral infinite ribbon cut from the parent CuI rock salt type structure. Such 

staircase chains could also be connected to form 2D networks by bidentate ligands.  Besides 

those, when heating CuI, py and methanol as the solvent at 150 °C for three days, the py 

would go tough in-situ alkylation and formed ionic structures with CuI. Ionic structures can 

be considered as “ligand-free” structures as the inorganic and organic components are 

separated and there is no covalent bonding between them. Therefore, there are lots of 

factors including the starting materials, solvents used, temperature etc., would influence the 
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formation of final products. These structures can also be classified by their dimensions, from 

0D clusters to 1D chains, and from 2D sheets to three dimensional 3D frameworks.  

These materials generally exhibit interesting luminescence properties based on their 

inorganic motifs and the organic ligands coordinated (Fig. 4). The luminescence mechanisms 

of these structures vary based on the structural types of the inorganic modules as well as the 

characteristics and the organic ligands. It has been accepted that the luminescence 

mechanism of these compounds are generally from metal-to-ligand charge transfer (MCLT), 

halide-to-ligand charge transfer (XLCT) or cluster centered (CC), or a combination of them. 

Typically, the luminescence of CuI monomer, dimer, trimer and chain based structures are 

from a combination of MCLT and XLCT, while the emission of Cu4I4 cubane tetramers is 

from a combination of XLCT and CC. 34 

 

Figure 4. The emission spectra of 1D-CuI(L) staircase chain with different ligands 

coordinated (left) and their CIE coordinates (right). 
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The thermal stability of these materials is generally determined by thermal gravimetric 

analysis (TGA). The decomposition starts from the breaking down of the Cu-ligand bonds. 

Their stability is determined by their structural types and the ligands coordinated. Molecular 

clusters have very poor stability though they are very luminescent. Extended structures have 

much better stability compared to molecular species with the same inorganic module. Ionic 

structures have better stability compared to neutral structures; however, they are poor 

emitters. The AIO type of structures combines the advantages of neutral clusters and the 

ionic structures, with strong luminescence and high stability and is considered as the most 

promising and best-performing phosphors to date.  

  My work overall could be divided into five parts. The first work discussed in Chapter 2 is 

the study of the copper bromide staircase chain based structures and white-light-emission 

achieved by ligand doping. I found out that the broadband emission is from single crystals, 

which prove that the emission is from the bulk phase of the materials. Then I have done a 

systematic study on Cu2I2 dime based structures and have developed a “bottom-up” 

synthetic strategy. This strategy could achieve rational design and prevent the formation of 

by-products. Relevant work will be covered in Chapter 3. In Chapter 4, I developed 

mechanochemical preparation of these materials for the purpose of large-scale and green 

synthesis. In Chapter 5, a family of copper halide momomer based structures has been 

synthesized and their performance has been studied. Chapter 6 discusses the development of 

AIO type of structures and their performance as lighting phosphors.  
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2. 1D copper bromide staircase chain based structures for 

white light emissions 

2.1. Background 

    Recently, single-source, non-rare-earth, direct white-light-emitting phosphors have been 

developed and are attracting attention due their potential usages for lighting-related 

applications.28,35-38 These types of  phosphors aim to overcome the issues for current white 

light LEDs fabricated by YAG: Ce, generating white light of  higher quality with lower CCT 

values. Several types of  materials have been reported till date and exhibit intriguing promises. 

It is reported that nanocrystal quantum dots emit white light in their bulk phases.39-41 

However, their quantum yields are low and their emissions are highly dependent on their 

particle sizes, which require complicated synthetic procedures for particle size control. 

Moreover the aggregation of  the nanoparticles over time would lead to emission change, 

limiting their practical use. In this regard, inorganic-organic hybrid semiconductors are a 

unique family of  semiconductor bulk materials that exhibit enhanced properties with respect 

to their parent structures.20,21,25,26,42,43 Unique properties, especially luminescence, would 

emerge as a result of  combining both the inorganic and organic component together in a 

single crystal lattice.28,44,45  

    Our recent study on I-VII binary metal halides (Cu, Ag and I, Br, Cl) based inorganic-

organic hybrid semiconductors demonstrates their potentials as phosphors for modern 

lighting devices.45-48 They have a number of  advantages compared to commercial phosphors 

and other reported ones, such as strong luminescence, earth abundancy, rare-earth free, and 

their facile one-step syntheses. The emission profiles of  nearly all of  these structures are 

single-band type, with full width at half  maximum (FWHM) of  around 50-100nm.,34,49 A 
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broadened emission spectra could be achieved by doping of  a secondary ligand based our 

earlier study.45  Herein, I expanded our understanding on a new series of  doped copper (I) 

bromide based inorganic-organic hybrid materials with the general formula 1D-CuBr(py)1-x(pz 

derivatives)x (x<0.01). These materials tunable white light emissions as well as significantly 

enhanced internal quantum yields (IQYs), a 6-fold improvement compared to our previous 

work.45 A comprehensive study has been done by varying doping level and altering dopants 

with different functional groups and it is demonstrated that the overall light quality is 

adjustable. Blueish (“cold”) to yellowish (“warm”) white light from single crystals of  these 

structures were achieved, indicating the white light is intrinsically from single phase bulk 

materials. Moreover, reversible thermochromic behavior was observed for all white-light-

emitting compounds and this is the first time that such behavior is reported in copper halide 

staircase chain based structures. The advantages of  high quantum efficiencies, facile 

synthesis and emission tunability make this type of  phosphors promising candidates as 

lighting phosphors, and the thermochromic property may leads to new applications of  these 

materials.  

 

2.2 Diffusion synthesis for single crystal growth and ligand doping approach 

Single crystals of  1D-CuBr(3,5-dm-py), 1D-CuBr(py), 1D-CuBr(3-Cl-py) and 1D-CuBr(3-Br-

py) were acquired by a layering method. The reactions were conducted in glass vials or tubes. 

The bottom, middle and top layers were CuBr/KBr saturated aqueous solution, acetonitrile, 

and ligand in ethanol, respectively. The crystals formed in the middle layer over 3-5 days at 

room temperature. Pure phase powder samples were obtained by direct mixing of  CuBr 

(0.1mmol) in saturated KI solution with ligand (0.1mmol) in ethanol. The pure phase 
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powder generally formed immediately after stirring. 0D-Cu2Br2(3,5-dm-py)4  and 1D-Cu2Br2(5-

Br-pm)2  were obtained under the same reaction conditions, except the ligands added were in 

excess.  

 

 

Figure 5. Layerd approach for growing single crystal of both parent and doped structure 

(left). Crystals fromed in the middle layer as shown in the photo (right). 

 

Various approaches have been developed for the syntheses of copper halide based 

structures and as far as we know, layering methods was the most ideal for staircase chain 

based structures. Various py derivatives with different functional groups were used in the 

syntheses.  Slow mixing of CuBr in saturated KBr solution with the ligands in ethanol at 

room temperature would quickly form the powder products. To slow down the reaction 

process for fine crystal growth, a third solvent, namelyacetonitrile was used between the 

above two solutions. It is worth mentioning that the amount of ligands added has notable 

influence on the final product. Chain based structures would be formed preferably in ligand 

deficient conditions, so ligands must be added slowly into the CuBr solution in order to 

avoid the formation of other types of structures. Adding the ligand quickly or in excess 

amount might lead to the formation of Cu2Br2 dimer based structures. 
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Figure 6. Illustration of  the design strategy of  the parent and doped structures. 

 

 

 

Figure 7. Structural plot of 1D-CuBr(3,5-dm-py) (Top) and 1D-CuBr(3-Cl-py) (bottom). 
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Table 1. Summary of crystal data of CuBr based new structures. 

Compound 1D-

CuBr(3,5-

dm-py) 

1D-CuBr(3-

Cl-py)  

1D-CuBr(3-

Br-py) 

0D-Cu2Br2(3,5-

dm-py)4 

1D-Cu2Br2(5-

Br-pm)2 

Empirical 

Formula 

C7H9BrCuN C5H4BrClCuN C5H4Br2CuN C28H36Br2Cu2N4 C8H6Br4Cu2N4 

FW 250.60 256.99 301.44 715.51 604.87 

Space 

Group 

C2/c P21/n P21/n C2/c Pbcn 

a (Å) 13.910(17) 8.7438(19) 8.720(9) 17.823(11) 16.1765(16) 

b (Å) 15.111(18) 3.9296(9) 3.933(4) 9.271(6) 8.3154(8) 

c (Å) 8.107(10) 21.002(5) 21.11(2) 20.329(13) 21.382(2) 

Α(°) 90.00 90.00 90.00 90.00 90.00 

Β(°) 99.455(17) 100.837(3) 100.603(13) 114.054(10) 90.00 

γ(°) 90.00 90.00 90.00 90.00 90.00 

V (Å3) 1681(4) 708.7(3) 711.6(12) 3068(3) 2876.2(5) 

Z 8 4 4 4 8 

T (K) 298(2) 298(2) 298(2) 298(2) 298(2) 

λ(Å)   0.71073 0.71073 0.71073 0.71073 0.71073 

R1 0.0396 0.0306 0.0479 0.0423 0.0351 

wR2 0.0973 0.0817 0.1207 0.0868 0.0809 

CCDC # 1506745 1506742 1506741 1506743 1506744 
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Figure 8. Structure plot of 0D-Cu2Br2(3,5-dm-py)4 (top) and 0D-Cu2Br2(3,5-dm-py)4 (bottom). 

 

2.3 Optical tunability and white light 

     Attempts to synthesize copper bromide based hybrid semiconductors lead to for the 

formation of  six compounds with four of  them staircase chain based structures (Fig 7), and 

two of  them dimer based structures (Fig. 8). Their crystallographic data of  new structures 

are listed in Table 1. Optical measurements based on these structures indicate that they all 

monochromic emitters, with emissions ranging from blue to red (Fig 9). Based on our 

previous trials, one dimensional (1D) staircase chain type of  structures are more likely to be 

doped, possibly due to the parent ligands coordinated to the infinite chains are easier to be 

replaced by the dopant ligands. Therefore, 1D-CuBr(py) was chosen as the parent structure 

for doping study, since it exhibit intense blue-green emission (λem = 495 nm) under near-UV 
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excitation (λex = 360 nm) with IQY as high as 48%. Adding trace amount of  pyrazine (pz) 

together with the parent ligand py in the synthesis afforded doped structures 1D-CuBr(py)1-

x(pz)x (x<0.01). The PXRD analyses confirm that those doped structures remain iso-

structural to their parents structure 1D-CuBr(py) (Fig. 10).  

 

 

Figure 9. Optical absorption of  1D-CuBr(3,5-dm-py) (black), 1D-CuBr(py) (red), 1D-CuBr(3-

Cl-py) (blue) and 1D-CuBr(3-Br-py) (green).  
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Figure 10.  PXRD patterns of parent and doped structures compared with simulated pattern. 

From bottom to top: simulated 1D-CuBr(py) , as made 1D-CuBr(py) with different doping 

level: from 0% to 0.32%.  

 

Photoluminescence (PL) measurements of  the doped structures show that their emissions 

change significantly compared to that of  their parent structure (Fig. 11). The blue-green 

emission band from their parent structure still remain in the higher energy (HE) region, 

while a second band emerges in PL spectra located at lower energy (LE) region as the effect 

of  doping and combines with the HE band to form a broader band covering of  the entire 

visible light region (400-700nm). 
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Figure 11. Photoluminescence spectra of  0.05% doped (solid), 0.07% doped (dash), 0.12% 

doped (dash dot dot) and 0.32% dioed (short dash dot). Inset: Photos of  the doped samples 

under UV light. Samples from left to right: parent 1D-CuBr(py), 0.004%, 0.008%, 0.02%, 

0.05%, 0.07%, 0.12%, 0.32% pz doped 1D-CuBr(py). λex = 365nm. 

 

2.4 Single phase white light emitters 

    In order to prevent the measurements on powdery mixtures that may result in broaden of  

the emission spectra, rod-shaped cm-scaled single crystals of  doped samples were obtained 

by layering approach and all optical measurements of  the doped samples were conducted on 
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fine single crystals (Fig. 12). It is observed that the white light is directly coming out from 

the whole crystals, which also indicates that the origin of  the white light is intrinsic from the 

bulk materials. To confirm the role of  surface defects on these samples, we ground the single 

crystals of  1D-CuBr(py)1-x(pz)x (x = 0.0012) into fine powders, and observed no emission 

change before and after grinding, confirming that the luminescence is not dependent on 

surface defects. 

 

Figure 12. Single crystals of  1D-CuBr(py) (a), 0.05% doped (c), 0.12% doped (e), 0.32% 

doped (g) under nature light and under UV light (365nm). 
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Their phase purities were further confirmed by UV-vis absorption spectra (Fig. 13) other 

than PXRD since the amount of  impurity phase would too low to be detected by PXRD. 

The most probable impurity from the introduction of  pz at such synthetic condition is the 

two dimensional (2D) CuBr(pz)0.5 staircase chain structure, and its strong absorption band is 

at much lower energy compared to that of  1D-CuBr(py).50 The spectra of  the doped 

structures with the selected doping level exhibit a single strong absorption edge, at the same 

position as that of  their parent structure without any absorption at lower energy region. This 

indicates that no other phases were formed from pz and the pz has been doped into the 

parent structure. Further increasing the doping level to x = 0.01 lead to the formation of  a 

second phase, as identified by the UV-vis absorption spectra as the appearance of  a second 

absorption band corresponding to that of  2D-CuBr(pz)0.5 (Fig. 14). Therefore, we keep the 

doping amount lower than 1 % to ensure their single phase purity.  
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Figure 13. The absorption spectra for doped structures 1D-CuBr(py)  (black), 0.05% doped 

(red), 0.12% doped (blue), 0.32% doped (green).  

 

Figure 14. Optical absorption of 1% doped 1D-CuBr(py). Inset: optical absorption of 2D-

CuBr(pz)0.5. 
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By varying the doping level of  pz, from 0.05 % to 0.32 % molar ratio to that of  py, the 

energies of  the HE and LE bands remain constant while the intensities of  them vary based 

on the doping level. With increased doping amount, we observe a gradual decrease in 

intensity with the HE band along with a gradual increase with the LE band. When the 

doping level is as high as 0.32%, the HE is almost quenched, exhibiting an intense 

“yellowish” white light.  

 

2.5 DFT calculations and luminescence mechanism 

    The intense blue-green emission of  the parent structure 1D-CuBr(py) is primarily 

attributed to metal-to-ligand charge-transfer (MLCT) luminescence mechanism as confirmed 

by Density Functional Theory (DFT) calculations (Fig. 15). DGDZVP51,52 and 6-

311++G(3df,3pd)53-60 were used for the calculation of the HUMO/LUMO energy of the 

ligands and the results are listed in Table 2. There is a correlation between electronic affinity 

of the functional groups and the energy level, as shown in the table. The band gaps and 

emission energies of  this type of  structures are correlated to the LUMO energies of  the 

ligands. Further calculation of  LUMO energies shows what pz has distinctly lower energy (-

1.857 eV) compared to that of  py (-1.120eV), indicating the parent ligand and the dopant 

might be responsible the dual emissions. To understand this, we kept the parent ligand py, 

and changed the dopant pz to pz derivatives (2-et-pz, 2-me-pz, 2-Cl-pz, 2-Br-pz) with different 

LUMO energies. Single crystals were obtained with those dopants, and PXRD along with 

UV-vis absorption were conducted on them to confirm their phase correctness and purity.  

Based on their PL measurements, they all exhibit a two-band type spectrum (Fig. S20). The 
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energies of  HE band remain constant for all of  them, proving that the HE band is from the 

parent ligand py. The energies of  LE band however, changes accordingly based on the 

LUMO energies of  the dopants, providing strong evidence that the LE band is originated 

from the dopants. 

 

Figure 15. Calculated density of  states (DOS) of  1D-CuI(py) by DFT method: total DOS 

(black); Cu 3d orbitals (light blue); Br 4p orbitals (pink); C 2p orbitals (grey); N 2p orbitals 

(blue).  
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Table 2. Calculated HOMO-LUMO energy levels of ligands. 

Basis Set  DGDZVP 6-311++G(3df,3pd) 

Name Structure HOMO 

(eV) 

LUMO 

(eV) 

HOMO 

(eV) 

LUMO 

(eV) 

3,5-dimethylpyridine (3,5-

dm-py) 

 

-6.869 -0.933 -6.924 -1.039 

pyridine (py) 

 

-7.175 -1.041 -7.213 -1.120 

3-cloro-pyridine (3-Cl-py) 

 

-7.340 

 

 

 

-1.428 

 

 

 

-7.361 

 

 

 

-1.473 

 

 

 

3-bromo-pyridine (3-Br-py) 

 

-7.228 

 

 

-1.441 

 

 

-7.264 

 

 

-1.492 

 

 

2-ethyl-prazine (2-et-pz) 

 

-6.912 

 

 

-1.632 

 

 

-6.876 

 

 

-1.690 

 

 

2-methyl-prazine (2-me-pz) 

 

-6.971 

 

 

-1.668 

 

 

-6.988 

 

 

-1.726 

 

 

Pyrazine (pz) 

 

-7.146 

 

 

-1.857 

 

 

-7.125 

 

 

-1.795 
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2-cloro-prazine (2-Cl-pz) 

 

-7.529 

 

 

-2.097 

 

 

-7.467 

 

 

-2.056 

 

 

2-bromo-prazine (2-Br-pz) 

 

-7.558 -2.146 -7.575 -2.171 

5-bromopyrimidine (5-

Br-pm) 

 

 

-7.550 -1.943 -7.538 -1.970 

4-acetyl-pyridine (4-ac-

py) 

 

-7.362 

 

 

 

 

-2.406 

 

 

 

 

-7.378 

 

 

 

 

-2.425 

 

 

 

 

4-cyano-pyridine (4-cy-

py) 

 

-7.908 

 

 

 

 

 

-2.437 

 

 

 

 

 

-7.922 

 

 

 

 

 

-2.453 
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Furthermore, the relative intensities of  the HE and LE band under various excitation 

wavelength have been studies (Fig. 16). The observation of  their excitation-wavelength 

dependent emission suggests that the HE band and the LE band are from isolated luminous 

centers. The time-resolved PL measurements were conducted on the doped sample with the 

excitation wavelength of  360nm at the emission maximum of  the two bands. The lifetime 

values at 495nm and 550nm are 17.5 µs and 26.3 µs, respectively (Fig. 17). The difference of  

the lifetime values illustrates their different excited states.  

 

Figure 16. Relative intensity of the HE band at 494 nm (blue) and LE band at 545 nm 

(green) with various excitation wavelengths of 0.12% doped sample. The intensity of the HE 

band at 360 nm is set to 1. Inset: PL spectra of 2c with various excitation wavelengths. 
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Figure 17. Luminescence decay spectra of 0.12% doped sample at 494nm (blue) and 545nm 

(green). λex=360nm. 

 

    The thermogravimetric (TG) analyses were performed on selected structures.  A single-

step weight loss profile is found for all these samples. Based on their TG profiles, these 

structures, including the doped samples, have similar thermal stability and are thermally 

stable up to approximately 100 °C. The samples’ weight loss is due to the loss of the ligand 

molecules, and the experimental weight loss is in agreement with the calculated results. The 

residues were analyzed to be CuBr. 
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Figure 18. TG profiles of 1D-CuBr(py) (black), 1D-CuBr(3-Br-py) (red) and 0.12 doped 

1D-Cur(py) (blue). 
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Table 3. Summary of te composition and optical properties of white-light-emitting 

structures. 

 

Dopant Dopin

g 

amoun

t 

Band 

gap 

(eV) 

λem (nm) 

(298K) 

λem 

(nm) 

(77K) 

IQYs 

(%) 

360n

m 

CIE CRI CCT (K) 

pz 0.05 3.0 494 (HE) 

545 (LE) 

494 60 0.34, 0.41 68.4 5792 

pz 0.07 3.0 494 (HE) 

545 (LE) 

494 64 0.35, 0.42 67.0 5024 

pz 0.12 3.0 484 (HE) 

545 (LE) 

494 61 0.39, 0.43 67.2 3888 

pz 0.32 3.0 494 (HE) 

545 (LE) 

494 54 0.42, 0.46 58.0 3658 

2-et-pz 0.12 3.0 494 (HE) 

520 (LE) 

494 68 0.26, 0.36 65.4 4259 

2-me-pz 0.12 3.0 494 (HE) 

525 (LE) 

494 66 0.28, 0.37 65.5 3940 

2-Cl-pz 0.12 3.0 494 (HE) 

556 (LE) 

494 35 0.43, 0.42 77.2 3697 

2-Br-pz 0.12 3.0 494 (HE) 

575 (LE) 

494 24 0.44, 0.40 75.6 3360 
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2.6 Performance as lighting phosphors and thermochromic behavior   

As shown in Fig 19 and Table 4, these structures emit strongly in the visible light region 

and their emission colors range from blue to green. Their emission spectra are all single-band 

type, with an average of full width at half maximum (FWHM) of around 100 nm. Their 

emission energies are in trend with their band gap values and the LUMO energies of the 

incorporated ligands. The internal quantum yields (IQYs) of staircase chain based structures 

have been determined at room temperature, and the values obtained with 360 nm as the 

excitation wavelength are 56%, 48%, 27% and 21% respectively. These results demonstrate 

that the varying functional groups on the py ligands significantly influence the quantum yield 

of the hybrid structures. Electron donating groups, such as methyl groups, enhance the 

emission, while electron-withdrawing groups, such as chlorine or bromine, lower the 

emission efficiency. The structures’ band gaps, emission energies, IQY and ligand LUMO 

energies are highly related to each other and are in agreement with our previous studies on 

1D-CuBr(L).  The optical properties of these structures can be tuned by ligand design and 

selection. 
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Figure 19.  QY scaled PL spectra of  1D-CuBr(3,5-dm-py) (black), 1D-CuBr(py) (red), 1D-

CuBr(3-Cl-py) (blue) and 1D-CuBr(3-Br-py) (green).  
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Table 4. Estimated Band Gaps, Emission Energies, IQYs, Emission Color. 

 

The temperature-dependent emission spectra of  doped structures show that they all 

display thermochromic behavior (Fig. 20). The intensity of  LE band was completely 

quenched when the sample was dipped in liquid nitrogen (77 K), while the intensity of  HE 

band becomes much stronger. After removing the crystals from liquid nitrogen, the initial 

emission intensities of  the two bands returned to original at room temperature, indicating 

that the thermochromic luminescence is fully reversible. Though thermochromic behavior 

for copper halide cubane cluster-based hybrid materials is well studied which relates to 

shorter Cu to Cu bond distances (smaller than 2.8Å),34,61-63 as far as we know such behavior 

in extended staircase chain based structures is not reported. For example,  a typical cubane 

structure 0D-Cu4I4(py)4, it emits LE (yellow) emission at room temperature originated from 

“cluster centered” (CC) luminescence mechanism, and at low temperature (77 K), the LE 

emission gets quenched and the HE (blue) emission emerges as a combination of  metal-to-

ligand and halide-to-ligand charge transfer (MLCT and XLCT).34 The LE band emissions in 

those doped samples behaves similar as that from cubane based structures, indicating they 

Structure Band gap 

(eV) 

λem (nm) 

(298K) 

Emission 

color 

IQYs (%) 

360nm 

1D-CuBr(3,5-dm-py) 3.1 482 Blue 56 

1D-CuBr(py) 2.8 494 Cyan 48 

1D-CuBr(3-Cl-py) 2.7 505 Blue-green 27 

1D-CuBr(3-Br-py) 2.5 514 Green 21 

0D-Cu2Br2(3,5-dm-py)4 2.6 523 Green 70 

1D-Cu2Br2(5-Br-pm)2 2.1 610 Red 3.2 
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might also be attributed to CC luminescence mechanism. One possible explanation to that is 

the possible shortening of  Cu-Cu bond distance around the dopant sites as a result of  

doping. We attempted to identify this through single crystal X-ray diffraction analyses, 

however the crystal data obtained is exactly the same as the parent structure and the dopants 

could not be identified since the doping level is too low. We also found out that the dopants 

have to be multidentate ligands in order to achieve the broadening of  the spectra. Other 

multidentate ligands include pyrimidine (pm) and 1,3,5-triazine (tz) were tried and exhibit the 

similar broaden effect as pz derivatives (Fig. 21). However, when replacing the dopant with 

monodentate ligands with lower LUMO energies, such as 3-cyano-py and 4-cyano-py (Table 2), 

no broadening effect was observed. Since multidentate ligands would generally connect 

single chains together to 2-D structures,64,65 the broaden effect from multidentate dopants 

might be related to chain-chain interaction and such interaction leads to the shortening of  

the Cu-Cu distance, resulting in the emergence of  the LE band at room temperature.  At 

lower temperature, such interaction is terminated and the LE band gets quenched. The full 

understanding of  the broaden effect through doping is still limited, and further in-depth 

investigation of  the luminescence mechanism is now underway.  
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Figure 20. PL spectra of  0.12% doped sample at room temperature (red) and at 77K 

(black). Inset: Images of  the sample taken out immediately from liquid nitrogen (left) and at 

room temperature (right). 
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Figure 21. PL spectra of pm (black) and tz (red) doped 1D-CuBr(py). λex=360nm. 

 

The direct application of  these white-lighting-emitting materials is the potential usage as 

lighting phosphors. The fact that the energy of  the LE band is highly dependent on the 

selection of  the dopants and the intensities of  both bands vary with the doping level leads to 

the tunable white light qualities of  these materials.  Their performances as lighting 

phosphors were evaluated by internal quantum yield (IQY) measurements, Chromaticity 

color coordinates (CIE), Color Rendering Index (CRI) and CCT under the excitation of  

near-ultraviolet light (365 nm) and the results are summarized in Table 3.  It is interesting 

that the IQYs of  most of  the doped structures are higher than that of  their parent structure, 

with the highest value of  68%. Compared to other reported direct white light emitting 

phosphors which generally suffer from low IQYs, most of  these compounds have IQYs 

higher than 60%, and based on our knowledge, they are among the highest IQYs for direct 

single-phase white-light-emitting materials. More interestingly, the color temperature could 
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also be tuned, from bluish (cold) to yellowish (warm) white light based on their CCT values 

(Fig. 22). The current commercial white light LEDs made from YAG:Ce produce “cold” 

white light with CCT values higher than 5000 K and might not be suitable for indoor 

illumination.66 The color temperatures of  these materials range from 3360 K to 5792 K, 

making these materials usable under various environments.  

 

 

 

Figure 22. CIE coordinates of  all white-light-emitting structures. Inset: photos of  the LED 

bulbs under working condition. 2a-2h are labeled as increasing pz doping level.  
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Moreover, the water stability of  these materials ensures their solution processability and 

they could be used together with commercial binder for coating onto the substrates. 5 mm 

365 nm LED chips were used and materials with various CCT values were uniformly coated 

onto their surface, displaying the white light from “cold” to “warm” as shown in Fig. 22 

inset. 

 

2.7 Summary 

    In summary, a series of  copper bromide inorganic-organic hybrid semiconductors have 

been obtained and they exhibit intrinsic white light from single crystals upon a secondary 

ligand doping. The white light of  these materials are tunable based on the selection of  the 

dopants and the doping level, generating the white light from “cold” to “warm”. Further 

investigation was on their dual emission mechanism and thermochromic properties were 

observed. This work is a step further towards understanding the doping effect of  copper 

halide based hybrid structures. 
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3. Precursor approach for the synthesis of Cu2I2 dimer based structures 

and their applications 

3.1 Background 

    There have been some difficulties that need to be resolved for the practical usages of  

copper iodide based materials as lighting phosphors. First of  all, the quantum yield (QY) of  

these phosphors needs to be high enough for practical applications. Our group have 

reported a series of  1D-CuI(L) structures based on staircase chain as LED phosphors and 

the highest QY we got is only 37.2% for 1D-CuI(3-pc), which is too low compared to 

commercial phosphors (usually higher than 70%).45 In addition, copper iodide hybrid 

materials are majorly built by three inorganic motifs: Cu2I2 dimer, Cu4I4 tetramer and Cu∞I∞ 

staircase chain. Rational construction of  the target materials with designed motifs remains 

challenging. It is hard to predict the compound formed, and in some cases, the formation of  

other type of  compounds at the same time is unavoidable.   

In this chapter, a family copper halide rhomboid dimer based hybrid materials as 

promising candidates as LED phosphors obtained by a novel bottom-up precursor approach 

will be discussed. These materials generally have the formula of  Cu2I2(L1)m(L2)n (L = organic 

ligand) and was synthesized by a 0D-Cu2I2(L)4 dimer based precursor. The newly developed 

precursor approach facilitates the reaction process, efficiently controls the construction 

based on the same-type inorganic motifs and prevents the formation of  other types of  

products. These hybrid structures has high quantum yield (up to 90%), which is comparable 

to the commercial phosphors. These compounds are all air and moisture stable. The ligands 

used are all commercial available inexpensive organics without further modification and all 

of  these phosphors could be obtained at room temperature in solution. Real light bulbs 
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based these phosphors combined with LED chips inside have been fabricated and show 

similar performance as the one based on commercial phosphors. Because of  these, we 

believe that this type of  materials are promising candidates for future commercial LED 

phosphors and the precursor approach will be a powerful blueprint for rational design of  

copper halide based structures. 

 

3.2 Precursor synthesis of dimer based structures and single crystal data 

    Synthesis of  0D-Cu2I2(3-pc)4 : 1.9g (10mmol) CuI was first well-dispersed in 50ml acetone 

and 3-pc(40mmol)/acetone solution was slowly added in under magnetic stirring at room 

temperature. Pure phase of  the sample was collected by filtration after 3 hours of  

continuous stirring. This was used as the precursor the synthesis of  other structures. (Yield 

is 95% based on Cu). 

    Synthesis of  0D-Cu2I2(3,5-dm-py)4 : 0.29g (0.05mmol) 0D-Cu2I2(3-pc)4 was fully dissolved in 

10ml acetone to form a clear solution in a glass vial. Then excess 3,5-dm-py (4mmol) in 2ml 

acetone solution were slowly added under magnetic stirring at room temperature. Precipitate 

formed as the acetone evaporated and was collected before the acetone completely dried. 

Single crystal of  this could be obtained by leaving the mixed acetone solution in the open air 

undisturbed instead of  stirring. Rod-shaped crystals would form as the acetone slowly 

evaporated. (Yield is 66% based on Cu). 

    Synthesis of  0D-Cu2I2(3-Cl-py)4 (3-Cl-py=3-chloro-pyridine):  0.29g (0.05mmol) 0D-Cu2I2(3-

pc)4 was fully dissolved in 10ml acetone to form a clear solution in a glass vial. Then excess 3-

Cl-py was added. The reaction vial was left open to let the acetone slowly evaporated. Pure 
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phase of  powder sample, along with some rod-shaped crystals would form as the acetone 

was almost dried. (Yield is36% based on Cu). 

Synthesis of  0D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(3-pc)2 : 0.29g (0.05mmol) 0D-Cu2I2(3-pc)4 was fully dissolved in 

10ml acetone to form a clear and stoichiometric tpp was slowly added in. The solution 

remained clear and was left in the open air for the acetone to evaporate slowly. After several 

hours, cubic shaped crystals formed at the bottom, which were suitable for single-crystal X-

ray diffraction. Pure powder sample were obtained by directly mixing 0D-Cu2I2(3-

pc)4/acetone solution with stoichiometric tpp under magnetic stirring. Precipitate formed in 

several hours and was collected by filtration. This compound was used as the precursor for 

other tpp based structures. (Yield is 45% based on Cu). 

Synthesis of  0D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(4,6-dm-pm)2 : 1.11g (1mmol) 0D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(3-pc)2 was first 

dissolved 10 ml toluene and excess 4,6-dm-pm (2mmol)/acetone solution was slowly added.  

Single crystals suitable for single X-ray diffraction were formed after 1 day. Pure phase of  

powder was synthesized by directly mixing 0D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(3-pc)2/toluene with excess 4,6-dm-

pm in acetone under stirring. Precipitate formed after several hours and was collected by 

filtration. (Yield is 57% based on Cu). 

Synthesis of  1D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(dps): Single crystal of  1D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(dps) was obtained by the 

precursor method similar as above. 0D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(3-pc)2 was used as the precursor and was 

first dissolved in toluene. Then dps was added in to the solution and the reaction was kept at 

60 °C for 12h. Rod-shape crystals formed overnight. Pure phase of  powder sample was 

obtained by mixing stoichiometric 0D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(3-pc)2 with dps under stirring. The right 

product formed in 3 hours and was collected by filtration. (Yield is 81% based on Cu). 
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Synthesis of  1D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(4,4’-bpy): Precursor method was used for synthesis of  this 

compound, which is different as the method reported. Detail synthetic procedure was similar 

as the 1D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(dps). (Yield is 90% based on Cu). 

Synthesis of  1D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(pz): Pure powder sample were obtained by precursor method 

similar as above. 0D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(3-pc)2 was used as the precursor and excess pz was added to 

exchange 3-pc.  (Yield is 50% based on Cu). 

Synthesis of  2D-Cu2I2(bpe)2: (bpe=1,2-bis(4-pyridyl)ethane): Different from traditional 

solvothermal method, pure phase of  powder sample was obtained by precursor approach. 

0D-Cu2I2(3-pc)4 was used as the precursor for this compound. First. 0.19g (1mmol) 0D-

Cu2I2(3-pc)4 was fully dissolve in 10ml acetone and was slowly added to excess bpe/acetone 

solution at room temperature under stirring. Precipitate formed quickly and was collected. 

(Yield is 42% based on Cu). 

Synthesis of  2D-Cu2I2(bpp)2: Pure powder sample was prepared by precursor method 

similar as 2D-Cu2I2(bpe)2. Excess bpp was used and the product formed immediately after 

mixing 0D-Cu2I2(3-pc)4/acetone with bpp.  (Yield is 74% based on Cu). 

Synthesis of  2D-Cu2I2(dps)2: Single crystal of  2D-Cu2I2(dps)2 was prepared by mixing 0D-

Cu2I2(3-pc)4/acetone with excess dps/acetone and leaving the reaction mixture in the open air. 

Rod-shaped crystals formed in 2 days. Pure phase of  powder sample was prepared by mixing 

the ligand with the precursor under magnetic stirring. (Yield is 68% based on Cu). 

Synthesis of  2D-Cu2I2(5-me-pm)2: Single crystal of  2D-Cu2I2(5-me-pm)2 was prepared by 

mixing 0D-Cu2I2(3-pc)4/acetone with excess 5-me-pm/acetone and leaving the reaction 

mixture in the open air. Rod-shaped crystals formed in 3 days. Pure phase of  powder sample 
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was prepared by mixing the ligand with the precursor under magnetic stirring. (Yield is 60% 

based on Cu). 

 

Table  5a. Summary of crystal data of new compounds 

 

Compou

nd 

0D-Cu2I2(3-Cl-

py)4  

0D-

Cu2I2(tpp)2 (3-

pc)2  

0D-Cu2I2(tpp)2 

(4,6-dm-pm)2  

1D-Cu2I2(tpp)2 

(bpp)  

1D-Cu2I2(tpp)2 

(4,4’-dps) 

Empirical 

Formula 

C20H16Cl4Cu2I2

N4 

C24H22CuIN

P 

C48H46Cu2I2N4

P2 

C49H44Cu2I2N

2P2 

C92H76Cu4I4N4

P4S2 

FW 835.05 545.83 1121.71 1103.68 2187.32 

Space 

Group 

P-1 C2/c P-1 P21/c C2/c 

a (Å) 7.8020(4) 25.9199(15) 9.3886(3) 13.2151(5) 26.0237(10) 

b (Å) 8.6628(4) 14.9505(9) 11.5199(4) 13.5525(5) 9.3012(4) 

c (Å) 9.4711(5) 11.5468(7) 11.5849(4) 25.3512(9) 20.2799(8) 

 () 90.919(2) 90 79.129(2) 90 90 

 () 94.251(3) 97.115(2) 69.089(2) 94.613(2) 117.533(2) 

 () 102.751(2) 90 72.439(2) 90 90 

V (Å3) 622.28(5) 4440.1(5) 1111.29(7) 4525.6(3) 4352.8(3) 

Z 1 8 1 4 2 

T (K) 100(2) 150(2) 100(2) 298(2) 230(2) 

λ(Å)   0.7749 0.71073 0.71073 0.7749 0.7085 

R1 0.0388 0.0735 0.0421 0.0435 0.0503 

wR2 0.1046 0.1725 0.0692 0.0652 0.0775 
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Table 5b. Summary of crystal data of new compounds. 

 

 

 

 

 

Compound 1D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(5-

Br-pm) 

1D-Cu2I2(5-me-pm)2  1D-Cu2I2(5-Br-pm)2  2D-Cu2I2(3,3’-bpy)2  

Empirical 

Formula 

C80H66Br2Cu4I4N4

P4 

C5H6CuIN2 C4H3BrCuIN2 C10H8CuIN2 

FW 2128.82 284.56 349.43 346.62 

Space 

Group 

C2/c Cmca Cmca P21/n 

a (Å) 17.2033(7) 8.4063(4) 8.437(2) 9.4898(13) 

b (Å) 17.7719(7) 21.6785(10) 21.875(6) 9.7370(18) 

c (Å) 14.9470(6) 16.5331(7) 16.757(4) 12.2051(18) 

 () 90 90 90 90 

 () 122.467(2) 90 90 111.784(2) 

 () 90 90 90 90 

V (Å3) 3855.6(3) 3012.9(2) 3092.6(14) 1047.2(3) 

Z 2 16 16 4 

T (K) 100(2) 100(2) 296(2) 150(2) 

λ(Å)   0.7293 0.71073 0.71073 0.71073 

Rp 0.0295 0.0384 0.0305 0.0445 

Rwp 0.0478 0.0678 0.0655 0.0675 
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Figure 23. Schematic illustrating the design and construction of CuI(L) hybrid structures 

with a Cu2I2 molecular dimer precursor: (a) 0D cluster, (b)1D single chain, (c) 1D double 

chain, and (d) 2D layered network.  Color scheme of the balls: purple, I; cyan, Cu; dark blue, 

N; grey, C; light green, Cl; small green, P; big green, tpp molecule. 
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3.3 “Bottom-up” approach 

    One important requirement for LED phosphors is their quantum efficiency. Lower band 

gap is also favored since most of bulbs are fabricated by violet and blue LEDs, which means 

the band gaps should be less than 3.1eV (400nm) to be excited. However, the synthesis 

procedures of these six compounds are almost identical. All of the six compounds could be 

synthesized by directly mixing of CuI with the ligand at room temperature. It is difficult to 

deliberate construct the structure based on dimer and avoid the formation of other type of 

structures. Interestingly, we have discovered that ligand exchange could take place for most 

of the inorganic-organic hybrid materials. Usually by adding one similar type of ligand into 

the parent hybrid structure, the ligand in the parent structure would be replace by the new 

ligand introduced while the inorganic motifs remain the same. The replacement always 

reaches to completion by adding excess new ligand. Based on these considerations, a new 

precursor approach was proposed that in order to keep the Cu2I2 dimer inorganic motif to 

maintain its high photoluminescence property while avoid the formation of other chain or 

cubane phases, a 0D-Cu2I2(L)4 was used as a precursor for the construction of other dimer 

based compounds by ligand exchange (Fig. 23).  

    To verify the approach, 0D-Cu2I2(3-pc)4 was synthesized at first as precursor and then 

well-dissolved in acetone. Acetone was chosen as the solvent because it could well-dissolve 

0D-Cu2I2(3-pc)4, but not for 0D-Cu4I4(3-pc)4 and 1D-CuI(3-pc). To prove that the dimer 

structure maintain in the solution, the dissolved solvent was evaporated and the precipitate 

after the solvent was dried is the pure phase of 0D-Cu2I2(3-pc)4 (Fig. 24). Introducing of 

other ligands into the dissolved acetone solution would lead to the ligand exchange process. 

When excess amount of other mono-dentate ligand was introduced, pure phase of 0D-
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Cu2I2(L)4 of the new ligand would form after evaporation of the acetone. Single crystal 

would form if the evaporation process is relatively slow. Take 0D-Cu2I2(3-Cl-py)4 as an 

example. 0D-Cu2I2(3-pc)4 was first dissolved completely in acetone in a glass vial and excess 

3-Cl-py was slowly added into the acetone solution. After the mixing, the solution remains 

clear. Then the acetone solution was slowly evaporated until almost dry which lead to the 

formation of yellow cubic shaped crystals at the bottom of the vial. Traditional method, 

including mixing CuI/saturated KI solution or CuI/acetonitrile solution with 3-Cl-py would 

never form pure phase 0D-Cu2I2(3-Cl-py)4, instead forms chain structures or mixtures of 

various phases. 2D network based on Cu2I2 dimer could be obtained by using bidentate 

ligand instead of mono-dentate ligand. Ligand exchange of 0D-Cu2I2(3-pc)4 with excess 

bidentate ligand forms a 2D framework, such as 2D-Cu2I2(bpe)2, 2D-Cu2I2(bpp)2, 2D-

Cu2I2(dps)2 and 2D-Cu2I2(5-me-pm)2. 2D frameworks have lower solubility under acetone, so it 

would precipitate out quickly when the new ligand is added. Usually excess ligand is needed 

in order to ensure complete transformation. 
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Figure 24. Optical absorption spectra of the precursor at solid state (red) and dissolved in 

acetone solution (black). 

 

 

    The 3-pc ligand in 0D-Cu2I2(3-pc)4 could be partially replaced by triphenylphosphine (tpp) 

ligand and form a mixed ligand compound 0D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(3-pc)2. Single crystals of 0D-

Cu2I2(tpp)2(3-pc)2 were grown by slowly adding tpp/acetone into 0D-Cu2I2(3-pc)4/acetone 

solution. Cubic colorless crystals formed in several days. 0D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(3-pc)2 could be 

treated as precursor for other 0D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(L)2. 0D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(4,6-dm-pm)2 were 

synthesized by ligand exchange of 4,6-dm-pm with 0D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(3-pc)2. The TG analyses 

shows that the tpp ligand has stronger P-Cu bonding compared to N-Cu bonding, so as a 

result, when 0D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(3-pc)2 was exchanged with bidentate N-ligand, tpp could not be 
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replaced. As a result, a series of 1D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(L)2 were formed. Tpp was acted as a 

terminator in controlling the dimensionality, cutting the network from 2D to 1D. As we 

adding excess bpp in to 2D-Cu2I2(dps)2, 2D-Cu2I2(bpp)2 would form. In the similar pattern, 

adding excess dps into 1D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(5-Br-pm) would lead the formation of 1D-

Cu2I2(tpp)2(dps) as tpp is hard to be replaced. Adding excess dps into 1D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(dps) would 

not form 2D-Cu2I2(dps)2, but on the contrary, adding tpp into the 2D-Cu2I2(dps)2 would form 

1D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(dps). Based on these observations, using the precursor approach, a family of 

copper iodide dimer based inorganic organic hybrid structures from 0D to 2D could be 

synthesized by a 0D-Cu2I2(3-pc)4 precursor.  

Different from the traditional crystallization method, our new strategy based on ligand 

exchange has two obvious advantages. First of all, it keeps the basic inorganic motifs during 

the whole reaction process, which effectively eliminate the possibility of forming other type 

of products. As far as we know, the products obtained by this method are purer than the one 

prepared by traditional method. Secondly, this approach facilitates the reaction process. All 

of the compounds obtained could be synthesized within several hours, and in some cases, in 

several minutes, at room temperature. Compared to the literature of some of these 

compounds that requires high temperature for several days, this method is much more facile 

and energy efficient. We believe that this approach could be further used for other 

unreported Cu2I2 dimer based structures and facilitates the reaction procedure of reported 

structures. 
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3.4 Enhanced thermal stability by formation of extended structures 

    Stability is also an important factor for evaluating the LED phosphors. Thermal stability 

of  these phosphors was determined by TG analysis. 0D structures could usually be stable up 

to 60°C. The decomposition of  the structure starts by losing the organic ligand. The residue, 

which is copper iodide, could stable up to 400°C. As a result, the stability of  the compound 

depends on the bonding of  the copper and the ligand (Fig. 25). Because of  this, 1D and 2D 

structures have much better thermal stability compared to 0D structures due to the 

formation of  framework. The organic ligand was stabilized in the structure by two adjacent 

copper iodide inorganic motifs. Most of  the 1D or 2D structures could be stable above 

150°C, which meet the basic stability requirement in LED industry. Also these compounds 

are air and moisture stable. Leaving the sample under air for several months would not 

change the structures and the emission intensity. As we disperse a portion of  200 mg of  1D-

Cu2I2(tpp)2(dps) and 2D-Cu2I2(dps)2 into water for 24h and recollected the samples, the 

powder PXRD shows the structure maintains and the QY drop is less than 5%.  
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Figure 25. TG profiles of selected 0D (black), 1D (blue) and 2D structures (red). 

 

3.5 Optical properties and luminescence mechanism 

    DFT calculation was conducted on selected structures and the results indicate similar 

density of  states pattern.  The valence band maximum majorly consists of  inorganic copper 

iodide while the conduction band minimum is majorly contributed from the organic ligand. 

As we incorporated ligand with different LUMO energies into the structures with the same 

dimensionality, their band gaps change accordingly. For tpp based compound, both the 

phosphate based and the nitrogen based ligand contribute to the conduction band. As tpp 

has higher LUMO energy than most of  the common N-ligands, introduction of  tpp into the 
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structure usually leads to a blue shift in their optical performance.  As a result, tpp acts not 

only a dimensionally controller, but an optical modulator. It is worth mentiong that, all of  

the compounds we obtained have band gaps that are lower than 3.1eV, usually between 

2.3eV (540nm) to 2.8 eV (442nm), which menas that all of  the compounds could be excited 

by blue or violet light, even green light. The photoluminescence study shows that the 

emission of  these compounds covers the whole visible light region, from blue to red. Their 

emission energy is in trend with their band gap value with a stoke shift of  30-60nm. Their 

quantum yields 

Traditional phosphors based on Eu3+, Tb3+ or Mn2+, whose transitions are forbidden has 

long decay times (>1ms). This will cause the phosphor quenching due to the saturation from 

the high LED radiation flux on the phosphor.  Lifetimes of these phosphors are usually 

within micro-second range, which prevent the saturation-based quenching.  So the 

photoluminescence behavior of these compounds should be classified as phosphorescence.  
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   Figure 26. Luminescence decay profile (log scale) of 1D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(bpp). 
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Table 6.  Estimated band gaps, emission energies and internal quantum yields (IQY), 

emission color of  Cu2I2 based compounds, and LUMO energies of  organic ligands 

calculated at the level of  B3LYP/6-311++G(3df,3pd). 

 

 

 

Compounds Band Gap 

(eV) 

λem (nm) Emission 

color 

CIE IQY (%) TD 

0D-Cu2I2(3-pc)4  2.6 496 Blue-green 0.21, 0.40 95.2±1.4 60 

0D-Cu2I2(3,5-dm-py)4  2.8 479 Blue 0.17, 0.24 81.5±1.1 60 

0D-Cu2I2(3-Cl-py)4  2.5 530 Green 0.38, 0.58 85.6±1.2 50 

0D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(3-pc)2  3.0 455 Blue 0.14, 0.15 90.3±0.4 135 

0D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(4,6-

dm-pm)2  

2.9 465 Blue 0.15, 0.17 72.3±0.2 120 

1D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(bpp)  2.8 458 Blue 0.15, 0.15 91.7±0.5 180 

1D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(4,4’-

dps)  

2.6 532 Green 0.33, 0.54 80.0±1.2 150 

1D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(4,4’-

bpy)  

2.4 540 Yellow 0.38, 0.58 76.2±0.9 160 

1D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(pz)  2.1 631 Red 0.55, 0.30 26.1±0.3 120 

1D-Cu2I2(5-me-pm)2  2.3 570 Orange 0.43, 0.53 30.8±0.8 130 

2D-Cu2I2(bpe)2  2.8 494 Blue-green 0.20, 0.37 82.3±0.4 170 

2D-Cu2I2(3,3’-bpy)2  2.6 515 Green 0.26, 0.50 77.3±0.6 210 

2D-Cu2I2(4,4’-dps)2  2.5 547 Yellow 0.40, 0.54 70.8±0.3 160 

Two-component white 

phosphor  

-- 458, 540 White 0.31, 0.36 62.6±0.2 160 
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Special attention has been paid on blue excitable yellow phosphors that could be used in 

combine with blue LEDs to generate white light. Currently, the commercial yellow phosphor 

is predominately Ce doped yttrium aluminum garnet (YAG: Ce), which require the rare-earth 

metal Y and Ce. 2D-Cu2I2(dps)2 was found to be yellow phosphor and was chosen to further 

evaluate the performance of this type of materials compared with commercial yellow 

phosphor YAG: Ce. Their emission spectra (Figure 3a) show that they have comparable 

broad emission bands with a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 100nm in the green-

yellow light region with almost identical λem. The CIE value calculated from it spectra, (0.40, 

0.54) for 2D-Cu2I2(dps)2, is also very close to that from YAG (0.41, 0.56). Its absorption 

curve shows that its absorption maximum is at around 450nm, indicating a strong 

absorption efficiency of blue light (Figure 3a). TG analysis indicates that it could be 

thermally stable up to 150. A series of stability experiments were further carried out on the 

suitability of 2D-Cu2I2(dps)2 as yellow phosphor for white LED. After leaving this sample at 

room temperature in the air for six month, the structures still remains and the emission 

intensity drop is less than 5%. Dispersing the sample in water, leaving it there for one month 

and recollecting it would not change the structure and its emission property.  These prove its 

high water and air stability. To mimic the working conditions, the sample was exposed under 

blue light (450nm) for a week; the structure maintains and no obvious decrease in emission 

was observed.  Heating the sample in the oven for at 80°C for a week would lead to an 

emission intensity drop of 4.8% (Figs. 27-30).  
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Figure 27. PXRD patterns of 2D-Cu2I2(4,4’-dps)2  after various treatments. From bottom to 

top: simulated, freshly made, in air for six month, under blue light for a week, heated at 

80 °C for a week. 
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Figure 28. PXRD patterns of compounds from bottom to top: 0D-Cu2I2(3-pc)4, 0D-

Cu2I2(3,5-dm-py)4, 0D-Cu2I2(3-Cl-py)4, 0D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(3-pc)2, 0D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(4,6-dm-pm)2, 

1D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(bpp). 
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Figure 29. PXRD patterns of compounds 1D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(4,4’-dps), 1D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(4,4’-bpy), 

1D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(pz), 1D-Cu2I2(5-me-pm)2, 2D-Cu2I2(bpe)2, 2D-Cu2I2(3,3’-bpy)2, 2D-

Cu2I2(4,4’-dps)2. 
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Figure 30.  Emission spectrum of 2D-Cu2I2(4,4’-dps)2 after various treatments. From bottom 

to top: freshly made (black), in the air for six month (red), under blue light for a week (blue), 

at 80 °C for a week (cyan). λex is 455 nm. 

 

In addition to yellow phosphors, phosphors with other colors are also in demand in 

industry, such as blue phosphors which are commonly used as emitters for fluorescent 

lamps, and red phosphors which are usually used in combined with YAG to improve the 

light quality to make warmer white light. This type of phosphors has the unique advantage of 

optical tunability that could achieve various colors by proper phosphor designs (Fig. 31). 

Pure white light mixed phosphor has been made by directly mixing a blue phosphor 1D-
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Cu2I2(tpp)2(bpp)2 and a yellow phosphor 1D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(bpy). The quantum yield obtained is 

61.2%.  

 

 

Figure 31. Photoluminescence spectra (λex  = 360 nm) of selected compounds. 

 

3.6 Performance as lighting phosphors 

To further evaluate their performance, LED bulbs were fabricated by remote phosphor 

coating approach (Figs 32-33). Integrated coating, which the phosphor has direct contact 

with the LED, is not suitable. One reason for this is the light from the phosphor would be 

absorbed by the LED chip and also the heat from the LED would lead to the 

decomposition of the phosphor. As a result, the remote phosphor approach overcome the 
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issue of temperature increase caused by the LED chip and could maintain a friendly working 

environment for the phosphor. A water soluble binder was used for the coating to ensure 

optimum performance. The phosphors were coated on the inner shell of 25mm diameter 

glass globes. Detailed coating procedure was described in the supporting information. Violet 

LEDs (405nm) or blue LEDs (450nm) were fabricated inside the bulbs as the excitation 

source. Schematics of this system were illustrated in Figure X. Figure X is the image taken at 

the working condition. Keeping the light bulbs on for weeks would not cause any obvious 

change of their emitting brightness.  

 

Figure 32. Luminescence spectra of the two-component phosphors with the following 

weight percentage of 1D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(dps):  0 wt% (black), 5 wt% (red), 15 wt% (blue), 25 

wt% (green), 100 wt% (pink). 
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Figure 33. LED bulbs design and displayed at working condition. 

 

3.7 Summary 

In summary, a precursor approach has been developed as a rational design pathway for 

copper iodide based complexes. Based on this approach, a series of 0D to 2D inorganic-

organic hybrid materials based on copper halide dimer have been synthesized as promising 

LED phosphors with tunable emissions. Comparing with the current commercially available 

phosphors and previously reported non-rare-earth phosphors, they have several obvious 

advantages. First of all, this type of materials has genuinely high quantum efficiency that is 
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comparable to the commercial phosphors. All of these emissions are tunable and could be 

predicted by computation. Secondly, most of these phosphors are synthesized by common 

cost effective inorganic and organic raw materials, and could be easily synthesized at low 

temperature in solution. Moreover, these materials are rare-earth free, which will release the 

pressure of rare-earth supply shortage. This work is a pioneering work of highly efficient 

copper iodide based non-rare-earth phosphors and will open up a new approach in designing 

phosphors with specific requirement.  
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4. Mechanochemical synthesis of high-performance hybrid materials 

4.1 Background 

Traditional solvothermal method has been developed extensively in laboratory as 

the synthetic approach for preparing a series of novel materials, such as graphene, 

metal-organic frameworks (MOFs), inorganic-organic hybrid materials, and 

nanocrystals (NCs).25,27-29,43,67-71 However, the usage of large amount of solvents (often 

organic-based), the complicated reaction procedure and the relatively long reaction 

time make this method not favorable for industrial production since large-scale 

synthesis generally requires the reaction under environmental friendly conditions with 

minimum usage of auxiliary substances. The concept of auxiliary substances has been 

brought up by green chemistry, meaning all substances required for a chemical 

synthesis and subsequent product purification, including solvents, drying agents, 

column packing agents, etc., either for chemical synthesis or product purification.72  

Since functional materials such as MOFs and NCs exhibit significant potentials for 

commercialization,73,74 developing greener approach which could limiting the usage of 

auxiliary substances and simply the reaction procedures for the syntheses of these 

materials in large quantity is becoming highly relevant.  

   Recently, copper halide based inorganic-organic hybrid materials have attracted 

much attention due to their structural diversity, remarkable luminescence properties, 

facile syntheses, as well as earth abundancy and low cost. In particular, they are 

considered as promising potential phosphor candidates to replace traditional REE 

based materials for general lighting devices.32,45,47  Among them, certain types of 

structures, such as those built on CuI monomers, Cu2I2 dimers and Cu4I4 cubane 
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tetramers, have shown high internal quantum yields (IQYs) that are comparable to 

those of the commercial phosphors.33,46 However, many CuI based materials are 

synthesized in organic solvents including acetonitrile, dichloromethane, etc., which are 

classified as volatile organic compounds (VOCs) and lead to environmental damage 

and human health risks.45,46 The complicated separation, purification and drying 

processes cause more auxiliary substance usage and additional loss of the product.  

 

Scheme 1. Stoichiometric syntheses with anticipated structure and composition. 

 

    The mechanochemical technique, such as manual grinding or ball milling, have 

been reported as greener approaches for various materials’ syntheses, such as organic 

compounds and metal complexes, with the advantages of high reaction yield, low 

pollution, and shorter reaction times compared to conventional methods.75-79 

However, there are scant literature reports demonstrating this approach for copper 

halide hybrid materials, mainly because of the difficulties in isolating targeted phases, 

as various types of structures may simultaneously form upon simple grinding.80 

Moreover, washing and separation procedures are usually needed in order to remove 

unreacted starting materials, which require the use of additional solvent and lowers 

the yields of the final products. To address these concerns, in this study, I developed 

a green synthetic route that involves stoichiometric mixing of reactants by 

mechanochemical approach. In order to achieve high-quality single-phase products, 
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triphenylphosphine (tpp) was introduced as a second ligand in addition to the nitrogen 

containing ligands (N-ligands), which limits the reaction products to dimers, and 

prevents the formation of side products. Both CuI and tpp were added in 

stoichiometric quantities based on their ratio in the anticipated products (see Scheme 

1). The selected N-ligands are liquids and were added in excess to ensure reaction 

completion. Employing this approach, all of the solid starting materials were 

transformed into product and the excess liquid ligand simply evaporates out during 

grinding. As a result, the reaction proceeds to full completion, with no discreet waste 

formed and no washing or purifying steps needed. This green chemistry route 

provides a means to overcome the negative environmental and health related impacts 

typically associated with material synthesis (Fig. 34). 
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Figure 34. Illustration of the grinding synthesis. 

 

4.2 Solvent-free synthesis 

    0D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(4-pc)2, 0D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(3-pc)2, 0D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(py)2, 0D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(4,6-

dm-pm)2, 0D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(4-me-pm)2,  0D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(3-Br-py)2, 1D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(pm),  1D-

Cu2I2(tpp)2(2,5-dm-pz), 1D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(2-pr-pz), 1D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(2-me-pz)  were 

synthesized by manual grinding method in a similar manner. CuI and tpp were added 

stoichiometrically based on the composition of the product and liquid based N-
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ligands were added in excess. Reactants were placed in a simple agate mortar and were 

ground with a regular pestle. After grinding, the reaction mixture was dried for several 

minutes and was collected by scraping the product off of the mortar. No further 

washing or separation was needed and the reactuion yields are quantitative. For a 

typical synthesis of 0D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(3-pc)2, CuI (0.19 g, 1.0 mmol) and tpp (0.28 g, 1.0 

mmol) and 3-pc (1.0 ml) were added to mortar and ground with the pestle manually. 

The reaction mixture started to emit blue under UV light upon grinding.  The whole 

reaction mixture was ground for 5 min and the reaction powder was dried under 

vacuum for 15 min. The powder in the mortar was scraped off and was used directly 

for characterization. The whole process should be conducted in the hood.  

    0D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(1-me-bzim)2  was prepared by solvothermal synthesis. CuI (0.019g, 

0.1 mmol) and tpp (0.028 g, 0.1 mmol) and 1-methyl-benzimidazole (1-me-bzim) 

(0.013g 0.1 mmol) were added into a mixture of CH2Cl2/toluene (1:1/v:v) and were 

heated at 80 °C. Single crystals along with pure phase powder were formed overnight. 

The yield was 57% based on Cu. 

    Ball milling of 0D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(3-pc)2 was conducted on Spex 8000m mixer/mill. CuI 

(0.19 g, 1.0 mmol), tpp (0.28 g, 1.0 mmol) and 3-pc (80 µl) was added to a stainless steel 

reaction canister. The total milling time was 5 min. Afterwards, the white powder 

product was scraped out of the canister.   

     Crystals suitable for single crystal X-ray diffraction were obtained by heating a 

mixture of 0D-Cu2I2(tpp)3 precursor and N-ligands in mixed CH2Cl2/toluene (1:1/v:v) 

solvent system at 80 °C. Crystals typically form within 24 h. For a typical synthesis of 

0D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(4-mr-pm)2, 0D-Cu2I2(tpp)3 precursor (0.062g, 0.1 mmol) and 4-me-pm (0.1 

ml) were added to a CH2Cl2/toluene mixture and were heated at 80 °C overnight. 
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Colorless cubic crystals were filtered via vacuum filtration for further 

characterizations. 

The one-pot synthesis of direct white light emitting blends was achieved by 

grinding CuI (0.19 g, 1.0 mmol), tpp (0.28 g, 1.0 mmol), 3-pc (0.6 ml) and 2,5-dm-pz 

(1.0 ml). After grinding for 5 min, both 0D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(3-pc)2 and 1D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(2,5-

dm-pz) formed together as a white-light blend of a blue phosphor and a yellow 

phosphor, respectively. 

 

 

Figure 35. Images taken of grinding 1D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(2-pr-pz) under UV light. 
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4.3 New structures and phase purity analysis 

Ten pure-phase CuI compounds were obtained using the manual grinding method 

described in the Experimental section (Fig. 34).  The grinding syntheses and structure 

formation can be directly monitored under UV light (Fig. 35); reactions were typically 

complete within ten minutes. In the case of several compounds, a few drops of 

dichloromethane were added during grinding in order to achieve thorough 

homogenization of the reaction mixture. The purities of the obtained products were 

confirmed by PXRD analyses. Based on PXRD patterns of the as-made samples 

compared with simulated patterns, pure phases of all these compounds were obtained. 

The PXRD patterns were also compared with those of the starting materials and 

possible intermediates, including CuI, tpp, and 0D-Cu2I2(tpp)3 , the results of which 

indicate that all of the reactants were consumed and no intermediates exist in the final 

products. The unreacted N-ligands (liquid) together with the small amount of solvent 

(if used) were evaporated during the grinding process or after evacuation. As a result, 

the obtained powders are pure phase and require no additional separation or 

purification. Single crystals of the new compounds were obtained by dissolving the 

0D-Cu2I2(tpp)3 precursor with the N-ligands in a mixture of dichloromethane and 

toluene (v : v = 1 : 1) followed by mild heating. 
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Figure 36. PXRD patterns of selected structures compared with the starting materials. From 

bottom to top: commercial CuI, commercial tpp, as made 0D-Cu2I2(tpp)3, simulated 0D-

Cu2I2(tpp)2(3-pc)2, as made 0D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(3-pc)2, simulated 1D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(2-me-pz), as made 

1D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(2-me-pz). 
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Figure 37. PXRD patterns. From bottom to top: 0D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(4-pc)2, 0D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(3-pc)2, 

0D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(py)2, 0D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(4,6-dm-pm)2, 0D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(4-me-pm)2,0D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(3-Br-

py)2. 
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Figure 38. PXRD patterns. From bottom to top: 1D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(pm) ,1D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(2,5-dm-

pz), 1D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(2-pr-pz), 1D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(2-me-pz), 0D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(1-me-bzim)2. 

 

     The reaction of CuI with organic ligands generates a variety of structures affected 

by solvent type and reaction conditions. Simply grinding the CuI with the N-ligand 

leads to a mixture of many types of structures. For example, when CuI was ground 

with 3-pc, the 0D-Cu2I2(3-pc)4, 0D-Cu4I4(3-pc)4, and 1D-CuI(3-pc) all formed with no 

means of separation. However, when tpp was introduced, the final product was pure 

phase dimer based 0D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(3-pc)2, suggesting the tpp containing structure is the 

most thermodynamically stable phase. This can be attributed to the Cu-P bonds being 

stronger than Cu-N, which was evidenced in the TG profile; the tpp in these 
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structures has much higher decomposition temperature compared to that of the N-

ligands. The steric hindrance of bulky tpp molecules can also restrict the structures to 

Cu2I2 dimer based. 

To confirm that the tpp Cu2I2 dimer based structures are the most 

thermodynamically stable phase, we ground pre-made tpp-free CuI structures with 

their corresponding ligand but introduced tpp to the mixture to see if the tpp phase 

would dominate the final product. When mixtures of 0D-Cu2I2(3-pc)4 , 0D-Cu4I4(3-pc)4, 

or 1D-CuI(3-pc) were ground with tpp and 3-pc for 10 min, 0D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(3-pc)2is the 

only product (Fig. 36). Based on this finding, we can conclude that even if kinetically 

stable by-product phases form during the grinding process, they eventually transform 

to 0D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(3-pc)2. As a result, tpp plays a vital role in achieving clean synthesis of 

the target product and preventing the formation of mixed phases.  

   To confirm the mechanochemical nature of the reactions, comparison reactions 

were conducted by mixing the starting materials in a uniform manner avoiding any 

mechanical forces. Taken 0D-CuI(tpp)2(4,6-dm-pm)2  as an example.  After the carefully 

placing the CuI, tpp and 4,6-dm-pm in the mortar without any disturbance until the 

ligand was dried, the reaction was monitored under a UV bar and only a very small 

portion of the reaction mixture showed blue emission under the UV light (Fig. 39), 

indicating that most of the starting materials remain unreacted. This provides strong 

evidence that the mechanical energy provided by grinding is the major cause for the 

breaking and forming of bonds. Generally, grinding increases the reactants’ contact 

surface areas and creates more reactive centers that drive the reaction to 

completeness.81    
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Figure 39. Mixture of CuI, tpp and 4,6-dm-pm without applying mechanochemical 

force. Image was taken under UV bar (365nm) after the liquid N-ligand was 

completely dried.  

 

4.4 Reaction process analysis 

Another advantage of this method is that the reaction progress is often visible and 

can be monitored due to the emissive nature of the products. The reaction progress 

of 0D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(3-pc)2was investigated in detail using PXRD analyses at different 

stages of grinding. The grinding process was stopped at specific intervals and the 

reaction was dried for characterization. Based on PXRD data, several “transition 

states”, such as 0D-Cu2I2(tpp)3 and 0D-Cu2I2(3-pc)4, may form at early stages, which 

would completely transform to 0D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(3-pc)2 after 10 min of grinding, since it 
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is the most thermodynamically stable phase (Fig. 40). As a result, the reaction might 

go through two pathways (Fig. 41). CuI can first react with tpp to form 0D-Cu2I2(tpp)3, 

and then react with surrounding 3-pc to form the final product. Or, the 0D-Cu2I2(3-

pc)4  forms first in the ligand excess environment and then reacts with tpp. Both 

pathways finally lead to the formation of the desired product, 0D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(3-pc)2. It 

is worth mentioning that grinding syntheses may not be suitable for single crystal 

growth, which can be achieved by conventional solvothermal methods.  

 

 

Figure 40. PXRD patterns of various phases. From bottom to top: simulated 0D-

Cu2I2(3-pc)4, as made 0D-Cu2I2(3-pc)4, simulated 0D-Cu4I4(3-pc)4, as made 0D-Cu4I4(3-

pc)4, simulated 1D-CuI(3-pc), as made 1D-CuI(3-pc), simulated 0D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(3-pc)2,, and 

final product 0D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(3-pc)2, after grinding of the three-phase mixture.   
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Figure 41.  Two possible reaction pathways for the formation. 

 

Green chemists categorize the solvents and other materials required for the 

syntheses as auxiliary substances. Limiting the usage of auxiliary substances is a major 

task for green chemistry. Though people usually associate grinding synthesis with 

“solvent free”, it generally means that no solvent was intentionally added into the 

reaction mixture. In fact, most of the mechanochemical reactions of coordination 

polymers, including metal-organic frameworks (MOFs), have reported grinding with 

the aid of a small amount of solvents.82 Fluidity has to be considered for these 

reactions to proceed. In these cases, the expression “minimal usage of solvent” 

instead of “solvent free” is used, and such grinding approaches are called “liquid 

assisted grinding” (LAG).83 For other cases, one of the reactants is often liquid or the 

moisture in the air aids the reactions.84 In this work, we focused on liquid ligands that 

play the role of “solvent”. As a result, no discreet solvent is needed for most of the 

syntheses. However, this does not mean that the use of exclusively solid ligands 

would make the grinding syntheses of these materials unachievable. We have tried to 
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use 1-me-bzim, a solid organic, as the ligand and by simple grinding, blue emitting 0D-

Cu2I2(tpp)2(1-me-bzim)2  forms in high quality. However, the ligand has to be added in 

excess and solvent needs to be added in order to ensure the reaction goes to 

completion. The unreacted portion of the ligand also needs to be washed by solvents, 

such as ethanol. When solid 1-me-bzim was ground stoichiometrically with CuI without 

solvent, unreacted CuI and tpp peaks are present in the PXRD pattern, even after long 

periods of grinding. In both cases, further purification is necessary in order to obtain 

pure phase and this would add to more labor and auxiliary substance usage. 

In order to show the possibility of industrial production, balling milling synthesis 

was also performed to generate 0D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(3-pc)2. After 5 min of milling, pure 

phase 0D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(3-pc)2 was obtained with better quality compared to manual 

grinding, judging from the PXRD patterns (Fig. 42).  This shows the potential of this 

method for industrial milling, which could further lower manufacturing costs.  
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Figure 42. Top: Product of 0D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(3-pc)2,  prepared by ball-milling under UV 

radiation. Bottom: PXRD patterns of 0D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(3-pc)2,, from bottom to top: 

simulated pattern, sample prepared by manual grinding, and sample prepared by ball 

milling. 
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4.5 Optical properties and application as lighting phosphors 

The optical absorption spectra were recorded at room temperature and converted 

using the Kubelka-Munk function. Band gaps of the products were estimated from 

the absorption edges (Fig. 43) and are listed in Table 8. DFT calculations on Cu2I2 

dimer structures indicate that the band gaps of these structures are tunable via 

incorporation of ligands with different LUMO energies.46 Based on these findings, 

ligands with varying LUMO energies were selected, which lead to products with band 

gap values varying from 2.2 eV to 3.1 eV (Table 8). The solid state PL emission 

spectra were measured on powder samples at room temperature (Fig. 44). All 

compounds exhibit intense luminescence in the visible light region (400-700 nm), and 

have emission energies that are in trend with their band gap energies. The emission 

spectra are all single band emission with a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 

~100 nm. The luminescence mechanism of CuI based dimers are proposed to be a 

combination of halide-to-ligand charge transfer (XLCT) metal-to-ligand charge 

transfer (MLCT), and halide-to-metal charge transfer (XMCT).33,34 The IQYs of these 

structures were measured and are listed in Table 8; most of the products have IQYs 

higher than 70%, comparing favorably to the values of commercial phosphors.  
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Figure 43. Optical absorption spectra of 0D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(3-pc)2, (blue), 0D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(4-me-

pm)2 (cyan), 1D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(2,5-dm-pz) (yellow), 1D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(2-me-pz) (orange) at 

room temperature. 
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Figure 44. PL spectra of 0D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(3-pc)2, (blue), 0D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(4-me-pm)2 (cyan), 1D-

Cu2I2(tpp)2(2,5-dm-pz) (yellow), 1D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(2-me-pz) (orange) at room temperature; 

λex = 360 nm. 
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Table 7. Summary of crystal data of new structures. 

 

Compou

nd 

0D-

Cu2I2(tpp)2 

(4-me-

pm)2  

0D-

Cu2I2(tpp)2 

(3-Br-py)2  

1D-

Cu2I2(tpp)2 

(2,5-dm-

pz)  

1D-

Cu2I2(tpp)

2 

(2-pr-pz)  

1D-

Cu2I2(tpp)2 

(2-me-pz)  

0D-Cu2I2(tpp)2 

(1-me-bz-im)2  

Empirical 

Formula 

C46H42Cu2I2

N4P2 

C46H38Br2Cu2I2

N2P2 

C21H19CuI

NP 

C57H56Cu2I

2N2P2 

C45H42Cu2I2

N4P2 

C52H46Cu2I2N4

P2 

FW 1093.65 1221.42 506.78 1211.85 1081.64 1169.75 

Space 

Group 
P-1 P-1 P-1 P21/n P21/n P-1 

a (Å) 9.2967(4) 9.3013(3) 8.3000(3) 15.1834(7) 8.9262(4) 11.9531(4) 

b (Å) 9.6556(4) 11.5128(4) 9.2088(4) 21.2369(9) 18.4737(7) 14.6004(5) 

c (Å) 13.6494(6) 11.6191(5) 14.4351(6) 17.6739(7) 13.1212(5) 15.7384(6) 

α(°) 71.076(2) 80.231(2) 79.195(2) 90 90 113.6280(10) 

β(°) 72.817(2) 71.464(2) 76.687(2) 115.349(2) 94.020(2) 102.747(2) 

γ(°) 73.955(2) 69.554(2) 63.524(2) 90 90 94.386(2) 

V (Å3) 1084.95(8) 1102.95(7) 956.50(7) 5150.2(4) 2158.36(15) 2412.23(15) 

Z 1 1 2 4 2 2 

T (K) 100(2) 150(2) 150(2) 150(2) 150(2) 100(2) 

λ(Å) 0.7749 0.7749 0.7749 0.7749 0.7749 0.7749 

R1 0.0197 0.0270 0.0271 0.0287 0.0328 0.0273 

wR2 0.0449 0.0582 0.0606 0.0563 0.0649 0.0603 

CCDC # 1510195 1510193 1510192 1510194 1510196 1510191 
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Table 8. Estimated band gaps, emission energies, IQY, emission color of compound. 

 

Compound 

Band 

Gap 

(eV) 

λem (nm) 
Emission 

Color 

CIE 

Coordinates 

IQY (%) 

λex = 

360nm 

0D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(4-pc)2 3.1 450 blue 0.13, 0.14 86.7±0.8 

0D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(3-pc)2 3.0 455 blue 0.14, 0.15 90.3±0.4 

0D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(py)2 2.9 495 blue-green 0.23, 0.40 69.5±0.5 

0D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(4,6-

dm-pm)2 
2.9 465 blue 0.15, 0.17 72.3±0.2 

0D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(4-me-

pm)2 
2.7 485 blue-green 0.20, 0.23 92.2±1.2 

0D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(3-Br-

py)2 
2.6 505 blue-green 0.22, 0.43 75.3±0.3 

1D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(pm)  2.5 530 green-yellow 0.32, 0.52 66.5±0.7 

1D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(2,5-

dm-pz) 
2.3 545 yellow 0.39, 0.55 52.0±0.5 

1D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(2-pr-

pz)  
2.2 570 orange 0.44, 0.49 48.5±0.3 

1D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(2-me-

pz) 
2.2 585 orange 0.52, 0.47 35.7±0.6 

0D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(1-me-

bzim)2 
2.9 465 blue 0.15, 0.18 74.3±0.5 

White light blend N.A. 455, 545 white  0.30, 0.36 72.2±0.7 
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The thermogravimetric (TG) analyses of these compounds were performed on their 

powder samples. Based on their TG profile, a two-step weight loss is usually observed 

for all patterns. The first step typically starts between 100 °C to 200 °C, and is 

ascribed to the loss of the N-ligand. The second step, which usually occurs around 

250 °C, is the loss of tpp and the remaining residue is comprised of CuI. In all cases 

the experimental weight losses are in agreement with the calculated values from the 

structural formulae.  

The one-pot synthesis of a direct white light emitting blend was achieved by 

grinding CuI, tpp and two N-ligands instead of one. 3-pc and 2,5-dm-pz were selected as 

the N-ligands and after grinding, both 0D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(3-pc)2 and 1D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(2,5-dm-

pz) form as a white-light blend of a blue and a yellow phosphor, respectively. Their 

phases were confirmed by the PXRD analysis of the white-light blend.  The light 

quality was easily tuned by the ratio of the ligand added; an optimum molar ratio was 

found to be 1:1.6 (Fig. 45). The IQY of the blend is as high as 72% under 360 nm 

excitation. The CIE, CRI and CCT of this blend were calculated to be (0.30, 0.36), 

63.6, and 8001 K, respectively.   
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Figure 45. Emission spectrum of the white phosphor composite obtained by one-step 

synthesis. Inset: CIE coordinates of the composite. 
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Figure 46. Green chemistry logo prepared by spray coating of the samples on black 

plastic substrate. (left) and prototype LED lamps at “off” (top) and “on” (bottom) 

conditions (right).  

 

 

Spray coating is a well-developed technique for the fabrication of LEDs and was 

applied for to uniformly coat the phosphors onto various substrates.  The phosphor 

layer has to be very thin and uniform to avoid self-absorption. 0D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(4,6-dm-

pm)2, 1D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(pm), 1D-Cu2I2(tpp)2(2,5-dm-pz), were selected as cyan, green and 

yellow phosphors respectively, and were dissolved organic solvents, such as CH2Cl2. 

The solution was placed in a commercial sprayer and was sprayed onto the substrates 

using a mask to display the green chemistry symbol (Fig. 46). The CH2Cl2 dried 

quickly, leaving the uniformly dispersed thin layer.  

    Prototype lamps were prepared by a remote coating approach, as the phosphors 

have a certain distance from the excitation source. A water-soluble binder (PolyOx N-

750) was added to the phosphor spray mixture to adhere the phosphor coating onto 

the plastic plate caps for the lamps. These caps were then placed on top of UV chips 
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as the excitation source in the commercial lighting lamps and they display various 

colors of light including white light in the working condition (Fig. 46). After keeping 

the light on for a week, no obvious decrease of the intensity was observed, and the 

temperature of the plates is similar to room temperature, indicating the heat from the 

LED chips has been dissipated. 

 

 

4.6 Summary 

    In summary, a simple mechanochemical (e.g. manual grinding and ball milling) method 

has been developed in this study to prepare copper iodide based inorganic-organic hybrid 

phosphor materials. Washing and separation procedures are not needed as the solid starting 

materials transform completely to the targeted products, while excess liquid N-ligands 

evaporate out after grinding/ball milling. As a result, no excess waste is formed and the 

reactions generate quantitative yields. The targeted final products are Cu2I2 dimer based 

structures with impressively high IQYs, often comparable with commercial phosphors. The 

inclusion of triphenylphosphine effectively prevents the formation of other by-products. 

This green and low-cost synthetic route introduces a new and systematic approach for large-

scale preparation of inorganic-organic hybrid materials, bringing these phosphors one step 

closer towards commercialization.     
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5. Copper halide monomer based structures with exceptionally high 

quantum efficiencies 

5.1 Background 

    The structural diversities of copper halide based inorganic-organic hybrid structures and 

luminescence dependent on their structures encourage scientist to study their structure-

optical relationships and to design new structures with better performances. A variety of 

inorganic building motifs have been reported for these structures, with the most common 

being CuX monomer, Cu2X2 rhomboid dimer, Cu4X4 cubane tetramer, and (CuX)∞ staircase 

chain. The ratios of copper to coordinated ligands are 3:1, 1:1, 1:3, and 1:3 respectively. 

Compared to the other three, compounds with copper halide mononuclear motif have been 

much little investigated. Possible reason of that is their extremely low thermal and moisture 

stability, which hinder the development of this structure family. 15,80 

Due to the importance of these materials, in the past few years, we have been devoted to 

developing new methods to enhance the stability of them and trying to make them more 

suitable for real applications. Based on our earlier investigation, these structures could be 

synthesized rationally with the designed inorganic motif by precursor approach to keep the 

emissive core intact. Enhancing the stability of the overall structures could be achieved with 

proper ligand selection to form stronger Cu-ligand bond or incorporation of the emissive 

core into frameworks. Under the guideline of these approaches, a family of strongly 

luminescent copper halide monomer based structures has been obtained, with 0D-CuI(3-pc)3 , 

0D-CuBr(3-pc)3 , 0D-CuI(1,2-dm-im)2 synthesized by traditional method, and 0D-CuI(tpp)2(1-
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et-im), 0D-CuI(tpp)2(2-etox-pz), 0D-CuI(tpp)2(2-pr-pz), 0D-CuI(tpp)2(dipe)0.5, 0D-

CuBr(tpp)2(dipe)0.5, 1D-CuI(tpp)(bbipe)0.5, 1D-CuBr(tpp)(bbipe)0.5  by using 0D-CuX(tpp)3 (X = I, 

Br) as the precursor. Extended structures exhibit significantly enhanced chemical and 

thermal stability compared to that of molecular clusters, with maintained internal quantum 

yields (IQYs) higher than 70 %, exhibiting promises as phosphor candidates for general 

lighting applications. 

 

 

5.2 Ligand preparation and precursor approach for the synthesis  

    Synthesis of 1,5-bis(1H-benzo[d]imidazol-1-yl)pentane (bbipe): A mixture of 1.2 g (30 

mmol) NaOH, 1.18 g (10 mmol)  benzimidazole in 20 ml DMSO was stirred at 70 °C for 2 

hours, and then 540 μl (4 mmol) 1,5-dibromopentane was injected into the solution. The 

reaction mixture was heated around 100 °C for 24 h. After that, the solution was cooled to 

room temperature and poured into 150 ml cold water. The mixture was extracted with 

methylene chloride for three times and bbipe was obtained as white solid by concentrating the 

organic phase in vacuum. Pure product of high yield (90%) was obtained after 

recrystallization with acetone/hexanes. 1HNMR (300MHz, CDCl3) δ (ppm):1.31-1.42(m, 2H), 

1.86-1.96(m, 4H), 4.12-4.17(m, 4H), 7.26-7.32(m, 6H), 7.80-7.84(m, 4H). 

    Synthesis of 1,5-di(1H-imidazol-1-yl)pentane (dipe): The synthetic procedure of dipe is 

similar as that of bbipe except the starting material is imidazole instead of benzimidazole, 

affording dipe as colorless oil. The yield is 75 %. 1HNMR (400MHz, CDCl3) δ (ppm): 1.26-

1.30(m, 2H), 1.59-1.81(m, 4H), 3.88-3.92(m,4H), 6.89-7.07(m, 4H), 7.34-7.44(m, 2H). 
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    Synthesis of 0D-CuI(3-pc)3: The synthesis was carried out according to the reported 

method. CuI (0.02 g, 0.1 mmol) was first dissolved in 5.0 ml acetonitrile and was added 

dropwise into 3-pc (5.0ml) in a reaction vial at room temperature. Green crystalline powder 

formed in a few minutes and has to be filtered out immediately after they formed. (12 % 

yield based on Cu). 

    Synthesis of 0D-CuBr(3-pc)3: The synthesis was conducted similarly as above. Single 

crystals were obtained by slow diffusion method. CuBr (0.015g, 0.1 mmol) was dissolved in 

5.0 ml acetonitrile and was added slowly into 3-pc (5.0ml) in a reaction vial. Green powder 

along with fine rod-shaped single crystals was formed in a few minutes at room temperature 

and was collected immediately by filtration (17 % yield based on Cu). 

    Synthesis of 0D-CuI(1,2-dm-im): Single crystals were obtained by slow diffusion method 

similar as above. CuI (0.02 g, 0.1 mmol) was first dissolved in 5.0 ml acetonitrile and 1,2-dm-

im (1.0ml) was added. The reaction mixture was kept at room temperature. Colorless cubic 

crystals formed in 1 day (40 % yield based on Cu). 

    Synthesis of 0D-CuI(tpp)3 and 0D-CuBr(tpp)3: Syntheses of these two precursors were 

conducted the same as reported method. The yield of them are 89 % and 75 % based on Cu, 

respectively  

    Synthesis of 0D-CuI(tpp)2(1-et-im): Precursor approach was applied for the syntheses. Pure 

phase of powder product was prepared by solvothermal method. 0D-CuI(tpp)3 was chosen as 

the precursor.  In a typical synthesis, 0D-CuI(tpp)3 (0.1g, 0.1 mmol), 1-et-im (0.1 ml) was 

added into a CH2Cl2/toluene (1:1, v:v) in a close reactional vial and the reaction mixture was 

kept at 80 °C for 24h. Colorless cubic crystals formed along with pure phase of power 

products at the bottom of the vial. They were collected by filtration, washed with ethanol for 

three times and dried in the vacuum oven for 3 h before further characterization (62 % yield 
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based on Cu). The following compounds were synthesized in a similar manner unless stated 

otherwise.  

    Synthesis of 0D-CuI(tpp)2(2-etxo-pz) was prepared in a similar way as above. Greenish 

cubic crystals formed in 24 h (67 % yield based on Cu).  

    Synthesis of 0D-CuI(tpp)2(2-pr-pz) is the same as above except the N-ligand is 2-pr-pz. 

Yellowish plate-shaped crystals formed in 24 h (59 % yield based on Cu).  

Synthesis of 0D-CuI(tpp)2(dipe) is similar as above. Colorless cubic crystals formed in 24 h 

(48 % yield based on Cu).  

    Synthesis of 0D-CuI(tpp)2(dipe) is similar as above except 0D-CuBr(tpp)3 was used as the 

precursor. Colorless cubic crystals formed in 24 h (57 % yield based on Cu).  

    Synthesis of 0D-CuI(tpp)2(bbipe) was synthesized similarly as above. Colorless cubic 

crystals formed in 24 h (39 % yield based on Cu).  

    Synthesis of 0D-CuBr(tpp)2(bbipe) is similar as above except 0D-CuBr(tpp)3 was used as the 

precursor. Colorless cubic crystals formed in 24 h (45 % yield based on Cu).  
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Figure 47. Illustration of precursor approach for the syntheses of monomer based 

structures. 

 

5.3 Structure and optical characteristics 

    It is well-understood that the inorganic motifs of these  structures determine the overall 

luminescence mechanism, and their optical properties could be tuned by the selection of 

different organic ligands. For copper halide monomers, dimers and chains, the luminescence 

mechanism is generally a combination of metal-to-ligand-charge-transfer (MLCT) and 

halide-to-ligand-charge transfer (XLCT); while for cubane tetramers, their emission is 

majorly from a cluster-centered (CC) luminescence mechanism.85 Based on the data, 0D-

CuI(py)3 monomer has the highest IQY compared to the other three, and this is also in 

agreement with other reported work on strongly emissive monomers. However, monomers 

are extremely unstable even at room temperature.  Though the emissive property of 
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monomers is interesting, a rough search has been done on the copper iodide based 

structures in the CCDC database, and the results show that the reported monomers only 

consist less than 5 % of all reported structures. The little investigation on these structures is 

highly due to their “fragile” characteristics, which would severely limit their real applications.  

   Syntheses of the molecular clusters were conducted in the same manner as conventional 

method. The synthesis of them needs to be very carefully to avoid the formation of mixture 

phase as the transformation of those structures sometime happens very quickly. They have 

to be synthesized by direct mixing of the ligand with copper halides in acetonitrile and the 

products formed must to be separated immediately, or otherwise they will decompose. Their 

phases of the as-made samples were confirmed by powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) 

analyses. They are extremely unstable even in the air and would completely lose structure in 

a week exposing to air. They also lose structures immediate when in contact with water, 

indicating they are very sensitive to moisture. All these three samples exhibit intense 

emission at room temperature under ultraviolet light excitation, with green, green and blue 

respectively. Quantum yield measurements were conducted, and the results indicating that 

they all have extremely high IQYs.  

    Monomer based structures are hard to synthesize, since most likely, the more stable dimer, 

cubane tetramer or staircase chain based structures would form under the same synthetic 

condition.  Rational design of keeping the copper halide mononuclear motif in the products 

was achieved by using a monomer precursor 0D-CuX(tpp)3 (X = I or Br) as starting material 

instead of bulk copper halides. A variety of N-heterocyclic ligands (N-ligands) have been 

used for ligand exchange, including py derivatives, pz derivatives and im derivatives, leading 

to the formation of ten other structures. By introducing the N-ligands into the reaction 

mixture, one of the tpp in the cluster was replaced by the N-ligands forming new structures, 
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while the other two tpp would stay in the new structures. The replacement would generally 

stop at this point without further replacing. As the result, in those structures obtained, each 

cupper atom bonds to one halide atom, two tpp molecules and one N-ligand.  This method 

might also be applicable to copper chloride based structures, but they generally have 

significantly lowered quantum yields, which are out of our research interests.    
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Table 9. Summary of optical and thermal measurement results 

 

   

 

# Structures Band 

gap 

(eV) 

λem 

(nm, 

R.T.) 

Emission 

color 

IQY(%, 

360 nm) 

Decom. 

Temp. 

(°C) 

1 0D-CuI(3-pc)3 2.3 505 Blue-green 97 Room 

Temp. 

2 0D-CuBr(3-pc)3 2.2 520 Green 96 Room 

Temp. 

3 0D-CuI(1,2-dm-

im)2 

3.1 470 Blue 88 Room 

Temp. 

4 0D-CuI(tpp)2(1-et-

im) 

3.1 460 Blue 76 150 

5 0D-CuI(tpp)2(2-

etox-pz) 

2.5 520 Green 85 100 

6 0D-CuI(tpp)2(2-pr-

pz) 

2.4 550 Yellow 78 100 

7 0D-

CuI(tpp)2(dipe)0.5 

3.3 470 Blue 82 180 

8 0D-

CuBr(tpp)2(dipe)0.5 

3.1 495 Blue-green 79 170 

9 1D-

CuI(tpp)(bbipe)0.5 

3.3 475 Blue 80 220 

10 1D-

CuBr(tpp)(bbipe)0.5 

3.2 500 Blue-green 72 200 
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  Several compounds in this family are tpp containing copper halide monomer based clusters, 

with the general formula of 0D-CuX(tpp)2(L) (X = I or Br, L = monodentate N-ligands). In 

those structures, one copper atom is coordinated to one iodine atom, two tpp molecules and 

one monodentate N-ligand molecule, displaying mononuclear tetrahedral coordination 

geometry. Differently, some other compounds are formed with bidentate N-ligand with the 

formula of 0D-CuX(tpp)2(L)0.5 (X = I or Br, L = bidentate N-ligands). PXRD analyses reveal 

that they are iso-structures to each other with different halides.  In these structures, two 

inorganic cores were connected by dipe forming an overall 0D molecular cluster.  

 

 

5.4 Optical properties and strong luminescence 

 

Figure 48. (a) TG profile of 0D-CuI(3-pc)3 (black), 0D-CuI(tpp)2(1-et-im) (red), 1D-

CuI(tpp)(bbipe)0.5 (blue). Inset: selected samples in water under UV irradiation (365nm).  (b) 
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PXRD patterns. From bottom to top: simulated 1D-CuBr(tpp)(bbipe)0.5, as made 1D-

CuBr(tpp)(bbipe)0.5, 1D-CuBr(tpp)(bbipe)0.5 soaked in water for 7 days. 1D-CuBr(tpp)(bbipe)0.5 

heated at 100 °C for 7 days. (c) PL spectra of selected compounds. From bottom to top: 

excitation and emission spectra of 0D-CuI(tpp)2(1-et-im), 0D-CuI(tpp)2(2-etox-pz), 0D-

CuI(tpp)2(2-pr-pz). λex = 360 nm λem = peak wavelengths of their emission spectra. (d) 3D plot 

of the optical data of 0D-CuI(tpp)2(1-et-im) (blue), 0D-CuI(tpp)2(2-etox-pz) (cyan), 0D-

CuI(tpp)2(2-pr-pz) (pink), 0D-CuI(tpp)2(dipe)0.5 (dark blue), 0D-CuBr(tpp)2(dipe)0.5 (purple), 1D-

CuI(tpp)(bbipe)0.5 (yellow), 1D-CuBr(tpp)(bbipe)0.5 (dark yellow). 

 

    Two compounds are monomer based 1D extended structures with the general formula of 

1D-CuX(tpp)(L)0.5 (X = I or Br, L = bidentate N-ligands. They are iso-structures to each 

other with different halides. In these structures, each copper is coordinated to one tpp 

molecules and the mononuclear core was connected by bbipe as the organic ligand. As we 

searched in the database, they are the first examples of copper halide monomer based 

extended structures. It is worth mentioning that the tpp molecules would be the key factor of 

stabilizing those structures and keeping the monomer intact in the products since direct 

mixing of the ligand with the copper iodide without the addition of tpp would form the 

stable Cu4I4 cubane tetramer based structure 1D-Cu4I4(bbipe)2 immediately. Further 

expanding of the type of extended structures could be performed by using various bidentate 

imidazole derivatives.  

    The thermogravimetric (TG) analyses for all compounds were performed and their 

decomposition temperatures were estimated based on their TG profiles (Fig 48a, Table 9). 

The decomposition of the structures is due to the leaving of the organic ligands upon 
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heating. Compared to molecular clusters, which generally decompose at room temperature, 

extended structures have much better thermal stability, with all of them stable high than 

100 °C and several members higher than 150 °C. To further evaluate their thermal stability, 

one extended structure 1D-CuBr(tpp)(bbipe)0.5 was selected and heated in the oven without 

protection at 100 °C for 7 days. PXRD measurement was conducted on the sample before 

and after heating, indicating their structures remain intact (Fig 3b). Compound1D-

CuBr(tpp)(bbipe)0.5were soaked in water for a long period of time (7 days) and no structural 

changes were observed in the PXRD patterns (Fig. 48b). The significantly enhanced water 

stability ensures the applications of materials under moist environment.  

 

 

 

5.5 Summary 

    In summary, a family of copper halide monomer based structures has been obtained by 

precursor approach, and they exhibit strong luminescence and enhanced stability compared 

to traditional 0D-CuX(py)3. This work might attract more attention to the study of copper 

halide monomer based structures.  
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6. Development of AIO type of structures and their unique properties 

6.1 Background 

Based on our earlier work, it has been found out the structures with cluster-based 

inorganic modules, such as Cu2I2 rhomboid dimer or Cu4I4 cubane tetramers, typically have 

much higher quantum yields compared to structures with extended inorganic modules, such 

as CuI infinite chain or layers.46,86 However, limitations still exist that need to be fully 

addressed before possible commercialization of these materials. Though the extended 

frameworks exhibit enhanced stability, molecular clusters generally have much higher 

quantum efficiency that are more ideal for lighting applications, but their stability is generally 

too low. Also the formation of stable frameworks always requires stricter reaction condition 

and more complicated synthesis of specially designed ligands, which may bring up cost issues 

unfavorably for large scale synthesis. Therefore, developing cost-effective synthetic route for 

more suitable candidates is still being pursued. 

    Recently, a new type of ionic copper iodide based hybrid structures has emerged, 

structurally similar as the lead halide perovskite based structures intesively studied 

nowadays.87-91 In those structures, both the inorganic component and the organic 

component are ionic pairs, and the whole structures are formed by the electrostatic 

attraction between oppositely charged ions without coordinate bonds that connect the metal 

and the ligands. Interestingly, such structures show significantly enhanced thermal stability 

compared to that of neutral structures, demonstrating the potential of enhancing the stability 

by transforming the “fragile” coordinate bonds to stronger ionic bonds.87,88,92 However, 

those structures are typically considered as “ligand-free” structures, as there is no coordinate 

bond between the ligands and the Cu atoms.87 Such structural change compared to the 
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original ligand-coordinated structures lead to the absence of organic-ligand-related excited 

states upon excitation, including metal-to-ligand charge transfer (MLCT), halide-to-ligand 

charge transfer (XLCT) etc., resulting in severe luminescence quench.87,92 Because of this, 

little attention has been paid on this type of structures, and nearly all of these structures 

reported up to now are with internal quantum yields (IQYs) less than 10 %, which is too low 

for any luminescence-related applications. To address these issues, we designed a new “all-

in-one” (AIO) type of structures that combine all three features necessary for both high 

luminescence and stability, which are (i) molecular crystal, (ii) cation and anion pairs, and (iii) 

coordinate bond between the cation and the anion, into one structure type (Fig. 3). In those 

structures, both the inorganic modules and the organic ligands are ionic pairs, but they are 

connected by coordinate bonds, forming neutral molecular clusters. We expect that the 

stability of such materials could be enhanced due to their ionic nature, while their 

luminescence property maintains due to the coordination of the ligands to the metal in 

molecular crystals. The synthesis of this type of structures is achieved through the design of 

the ligand. Instead of using traditional neutral organic ligands, we used cationic ligands with 

free binding sites to template the synthesis. The cationic nature of the ligands would ensure 

the formation of anionic inorganic modules, while the free binding sites on the ligands could 

coordinate to Cu atoms forming coordinate bonds.  Under such design, 10 new AIO type of 

structures were obtained, with the gerneral formula of CumIm+n(L)n, L = organic ligands. 

Their design strategy, synthetic condition and structural characteristics are discussed in detail. 
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6.2 Synthetic design, ligand synthesis and compound preparations 

Selected cationic organic ligands were prepared according to reported procedures with 

some modifications.93-95 For Route I, the alkylation was controlled at only one of the N atom 

alkylated of bidentate ligands while keeping the other N atom unalkylated. For Route III, the 

alkylation took place only at substituted group, keeping the N atoms on the aromatic ring 

intact for further coordination (Fig. 49).   

 

Figure 49. Synthetic approach I, II and III used to prepare cationic ligands with free binding 

sites marked in red. 

 

  Preparation of 1-benzyl-1,4-diazabicyclo[2.2.2]octan-1-ium (bz-ted): Ted (1.12 g, 10 mmol) 

was first dissolved in acetone (50 ml) upon sonication and benzyl bromide (1.71 g, 10 mmol) 

was added dropwise into it under magnetic stirring. The solution remained clear after the 

mixing and white precipitate formed in a few hours. The precipitate was collected by 

filtration, washed with ethyl acetate, and dried under vacuum. The yield is 87%. 
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Preparation of 1-(3-chloropropyl)-1,4-diazabicyclo[2.2.2] octan-1-ium (3-Cl-pr-ted): Ted (1.12 

g, 10 mmol) was dissolved in ethyl estate (40 ml) upon sonication and 1-chloro-3-

iodopropane (2.04 g, 10 mmol) was added slowly into it under magnetic stirring. The 

solution was stirred for two hours and the white precipitate formed was collected by 

filtration, washed with ethyl acetate, and dried under vacuum. The yield is 67%.  

  Preparation of 1-propyl-1,4-diazabicyclo[2.2.2]octan-1-ium (pr-ted): Ted (1.12g, 10 mmol) 

was first dissolved in acetone (50 ml) upon sonication and 1-bromopropane (1.23 g, 10 

mmol) was added dropwise into it under magnetic stirring. The solution remained clear after 

the mixing and colorless oily precipitate formed in an hour. The precipitate was collected by 

centrifuge, washed with ethyl acetate, and dried under vacuum. The yield is 68%.  

  Preparation of 1-(2-bromoethyl)-1,4-diazabicyclo[2.2.2]octan-1-ium (2-Br-et-ted): 1-Bromo-

2-iodoethane (2.34 g, 10 mmol) was added dropwise into acetone (50 ml) containing ted (1.12 

g, 10 mmol) under magnetic stirring. White precipitate formed in a few hours, and the 

precipitate was collected by centrifuge, washed with ethyl acetate, and dried under vacuum. 

The yield is 70%. 

Preparation of 1-isopropyl-1,4-diazabicyclo[2.2.2]octan-1-ium (i-pr-ted): Ted (1.12 g, 10 

mmol) was first dissolved in acetone (50 ml) upon sonication and 2-bromopropane (1.23 g, 

10 mmol) was added dropwise into it under magnetic stirring. The white precipitate formed 

in one day. The precipitate was collected by filtration, washed with ethyl acetate, and dried 

under vacuum. The yield is 75%.  

  Preparation of 1-butyl-1,4-diazabicyclo[2.2.2]octan-1-ium (bu-ted): Ted (1.12 g, 10 mmol) 

was first dissolved in acetone (50 ml) upon sonication and 1-bromobutane (1.37 g, 10 mmol) 

was added dropwise into it under magnetic stirring. White precipitate formed within an hour. 
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The precipitate was collected by filtration, washed with ethyl acetate, and dried under 

vacuum. The yield is 80%.  

  Preparation of (1H-benzo[d][1,2,3]triazol-1-yl)methanol (btm): A mixture of benzotriazole 

(bta) (3.4 g, 0.025 mol), distilled water (50 ml), and formaldehyde solution (36%, 10 ml) was 

first refluxed for 1.5 hours. After cooling to room temperature, the resulting white 

precipitate was collected by filtration, washed with water and dried under vacuum to give the 

corresponding btm. The yield is 92%. 

Preparation of 1-(chloromethyl)-1H-benzo[d][1,2,3]triazole (Cl-mbt): Btm (3.7 g, 0.025 mol) 

was dissolved in a mixture of CH2Cl2 (60 ml) and dimethylformamide (DMF) (40 ml), and 

thionyl chloride (5 ml) in methylene chloride (10 ml) was added dropwise into it under 

magnetic stirring at room temperature. The reaction mixture was kept stirring for 2 h, then 

its pH was adjusted by saturated NaHCO3 solution to 7. The organic layer was separated and 

was evaporated under reduced pressure, giving white crystalline powder as 1-(chloromethyl)-

1H-benzotriazole. The yield is 85%. 

Preparation of 1-(1H-benzo[d][1,2,3]triazol-1-yl)-N,N,N-trimethylmethanaminium 

(bttmm): Cl-mbt (3.8 g, 0.025 mol) was then fully dissolved in acetone (20 ml) and KI (5 g) was 

added. The reaction mixture was kept under stirring for 2 h before the solution was filtered. 

The filtrate was then added with trimethylamine (2 ml) and the precipitate was formed after 

stirring at room temperature overnight. The white precipitate was filtered, washed with 

acetone and dried under vacuum as the final product. The yield is 62%. 

  Preparation of N-((1H-benzo[d][1,2,3]triazol-1-yl)methyl)-N,N-dimethyl ethanaminium 

(btmdme): The synthetic procedure is similar as that of bttmm, excepet the trimethylamine 

was replaced by N,N-dimethylethylamine. The yield is 57%.  
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  Preparation of N-((1H-benzo[d][1,2,3]triazol-1-yl)methyl)-N,N-dibutylbutan-1-aminium 

(btmdb): The synthetic procedure is similar as that of bttmm, excepet the trimethylamine was 

replaced by N,N-dimethylethylamine. The yield is 69%. 

  Synthesis of AIO structures: The reaction conditions used to prepare AIO type of 

compounds were similar to those developed for the synthesis of CuI(L) structures 

containing only Cu-N dative bonds. Single crystals can be obtained by slow diffusion at 

room temperature. For tpp containing structures, a molecular precursor 0D-Cu2I3(tpp)3 was 

used.  

  Synthesis of Cu3I5(bz-ted)2: CuI (0.19 g, 1 mmol) was first dissolved in KI saturated 

solution (2 ml) in a reaction vial. Acetonitrile (2 ml) was added as another layer and then the 

ligand (1mmol) in methanol (2 ml) was added slowly in to the vial. The reaction mixture was 

kept undisturbed at room temperature, and rod-shaped single crystals formed in one day and 

were collected by filtration. Yield is 74%.  

  Synthesis of Cu4I6(3-Cl-pr-ted)2: Acetonitrile (2 ml) was added into KI saturated solution (2 

ml) containing CuI (0.19 g, 1 mmol), and then the ligand (1 mmol) in methanol (2ml) was 

slowly added. Rod-shaped single crystals formed in one day and were collected by filtration. 

Yield is 68%. 

  Synthesis of Cu4I6(pr-ted)2: Plate-shaped crystals were prepared similarly as above.  Pure 

phase of powder samples could be synthesized by direct mixing of CuI in acetonitrile with 

ligand in methanol. Precipitate formed immediately and was collected by filtration. Yield is 

81%. 

  Synthesis of Cu4I6(2-Br-et-ted)2 is prepared similarly as above. Plate-shaped crystals were 

formed in 3 days and were collected by filtration. Yield is 65%. 
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  Synthesis of Cu4I6(i-pr-ted)2: was prepared in the same way as above. Rod-shaped single 

crystals formed in 3 days. Yield is 72%. 

  Synthesis of Cu6I8(bu-ted)2 was synthesized by the method similar as above.  Plate-shaped 

colorless single crystals could be obtained in 1 day. Yield is 83%. 

  Synthesis of Cu2I4(mtp)2 was prepared by the solvothermal reaction of CuI, KI, 4-

mercaptopyridine and methanol in a molar ratio of 1:6:2:1:300 at 150 °C for 48 h. pH of the 

reaction mixture were adjusted by 1M HCl to 2. Large amount of yellowish crystalline 

powder of 7 with the yield of 71% was generated. Rod-shaped crystals suitable for single-

crystal X-ray analyses were together with the powder and were separated for structure 

determination.  

Synthesis of Cu4I6(tpp)2(bttmm)2: 0D-Cu2I2(tpp)3 (0.1 g) was first well dispersed in a mixture 

of toluene (2 ml) and CH2Cl2 (2 ml), and then was mixed with the ligand (0.1 g) in methanol 

(2 ml). The mixture was heated at 80 °C for 2 days, which afforded greenish crystalline 

powder along with plate-shaped single crystals. Yield is 59%. 

    Synthesis of Cu4I6(tpp)2(btmdme)2: Yellowish rock shaped single crystals were obtained 

under the similar condition as above. Yield is 52%. 

    Synthesis of Cu6I8(btmdb)2: Saturated KI solution (2 ml) containing CuI (0.19 g, 1 mmol) 

was mixed with methanol (2 ml) containing the ligand (8 mmol). Then acetone (5 ml) was 

added and the reaction mixture was kept in the open air for the solvent to slowly evaporate. 

Yellowish rhombohedral-shaped single crystals formed in 3 days and were collected by 

filtration. Yield is 65%. 
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6.3 Design strategy and structural characteristics 

    The AIO type structures can be regarded as the combination of two previously reported 

structure types: the neutral molecular cluster and ionic structures. The pure ionic structures 

(no direct Cu-L bonds, “ligand-free) are much more stable than those built on Cu-L 

coordinate (dative) bonds,87-90,92 however, their optical emission is very weak,87,88,92,96-99  with 

low luminescence internal quantum yields. On the other hands, nonionic molecular clusters 

with Cu-L dative bonds exhibit the highest IQYs but have poor structural stability.  Our 

hypothesis is that incorporating both ionic and coordinate bonds into the same structure will 

produce compounds that are both highly emissive and robust. 

  To obtain the AIO structures we have designed a group of cationic ligands having free N 

(or S) binding sites. The cationic nature of the ligands will ensure the formation of ionic 

compounds with anionic inorganic modules, while the free binding sites enable their direct 

coordination to Cu atoms to form coordinate/dative bonds.   

The general approach to synthesize a cationic N/S-ligand is by alkylation of a tertiary 

amine group of selected ligand to afford an ammonium salt by Menshutkin reaction.100 Three 

types of reactions (I, II and III, Fig. 47) were designed. In Reaction I, alkalation occurs at 

one of the tertiary N site of a bidentate N-ligand (e.g. triethylenediamine). The unalkylated N 

atom serves as binding site for Cu metal.  In Reaction II, alkylation takes place at the 

aromatic N while S atom acts as a binding site for Cu. While these reactions involve a single 

step, Reaction III is a two-step process, where alkylation happens at the NH site of an N-

heterocyclic ring, making aromatic N atom available for binding to Cu metal center. 

Bidentate triethylenediamine (ted), 4-mercaptopyridine (4-SH-py), and benzotriazole (bta) 

derivatives were selected as starting ligands for route I, II and III, respectively, from which  

ten (10) cationic ligands were prepared, including one formed in-situ .   
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  Direct reactions of these cationic ligands with CuI led to the formation of ten (10) new 

AIO type compounds with the gerneral formula of 0D-CumIm+n(L)n (L = cationic organic 

ligand) (Table 10 and 11). In some cases, triphenylphosphine (tpp) was introduced as 

terminal ligands to prevent the formation of high dimensional inorganic modules such as 

chains or layers. All compounds are molecular species containing inorganic clusters of 

various compositions (Fig. 48) with the following formulae: Cu3I5(bz-ted)2, Cu4I6(3-Cl-pr-ted)2, 

Cu4I6(pr-ted)2, Cu4I6(2-Br-et-ted)2, Cu5I7(i-pr-ted)2, Cu6I8(bu-ted)2, Cu2I4(mtp)2, Cu4I6(tpp)2(bttmm)2 , 

Cu4I6(tpp)2(btmdme)2 , and Cu6I8(btmdb)2 . 

 

 

 

Figure 50. Examples of inorganic anionic cluster motifs obtained for AIO type of 

compounds. 
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  Crystal structure analysis reveals that direct coordinate/dative bonds are formed between 

the free binding atom (N, P or S) of the cationic ligand and Cu atom of the anionic cluster in 

all 10 structures. The Cu–N distances in these compounds are similar to typical Cu-N bond 

lengths  found in other CuI-based hybrid structures containing only dative bonds (2.0~2.2 

Å).18,33,34,45,46 Based on the types of binding atoms these compounds can be categorized into 

two sub-groups. For sub-group I compounds, the N atom directly coordinated to metal has 

a sp3 electron configuration (part of the aliphatic ring), whereas the coordinating N atom of 

the ligands in sub-group II compounds has a sp2 configuration (part of the aromatic ring, 

Table 1). The Cu-Cu distances are generally much shorter in subgroup I (2.61-2.64 Å) than 

in sub-group II (2.86-3.09 Å). The common features of these AIO compounds are: (i) they 

are molecular crystals; (ii) the inorganic modules are anionic and the organic ligands are 

cationic; (iii) the anionic inorganic component and the cationic organic component are 

further connected by coordinate/dative bonds. Different from molecular crystals made of 

neutral inorganic modules, which are limited to a small group of clusters such as CuI 

monomers, Cu2I2 dimers, or Cu4I4 tetramers, a large variety of anionic inorganic modules can 

be obtained using similar ligands, suggesting a remarkably rich structural variation of this 

type of compounds. Among 10 structures included here, 7 different inorganic clusteres are 

identified, from dimer (Cu2) to hexamer (Cu6), most of which are discovered for the first 

time. In addition, some of them have the same composition but are structurally different, 

adding yet another degree of diversity towards this family. For example, compounds 

Cu4I6(pr-ted)2, Cu4I6(2-Br-et-ted)2, and Cu4I6(tpp)2(bttmm)2  all contain (Cu4I6)
2-, but their 

structures are very different (Fig. 1b). Structures with identical inorganic modules but 

coordinated to different ligands have also been obtained, such as Cu4I6(3-Cl-pr-ted)2 and 

Cu4I6(pr-ted)2; Cu4I6(tpp)2(bttmm)2  and Cu4I6(tpp)2(btmdme)2; indicating the formation of the 
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structure types is not completely random, but is related to the choice of ligands. Different 

from neutral molecular species where each Cu atom has tetrahedral coordination and bonds 

to at least one ligand molecule, some Cu atoms in ionic compounds are coordinated only to 

three iodine. The unsaturated coordination of Cu atoms is a unique property of this structure 

family. 

 

6.4 Optical Properties and luminescence mechanism 

  Room temperature photoluminescence was measured on all AIO samples as well as 

selected pure ionic compounds. While the latter group are all thermally stable above 180 °C, 

they are poor emitters with IQY values typically less than a few percent. For example, 

Cu4I8(1,4-de-ted)2 (1,4-de-ted = 1,4-diethyl-1,4-diazabicyclo[2.2.2] octane-1,4-diium) gives a very 

weak yellow-orange emission (Fig. 51) with a IQY (2%).92  On the contrary, all AIO 

compounds display intense luminescence with internal quantum yields (IQYs) greater than 

60%. Some are as high as 92% (Table 11). Such differences suggest that metal-ligand bonds 

play a vital role in the electron transfer process upon excitation of these compounds. 
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Figure 51. QY scaled emission spectra of Cu4I6(pr-ted)2 (red) and Cu4I8(di-et-ted)2. 

    

     It is also interesting to note the similarities and differences in the optical behaviors of the 

compounds in two sub-groups: While all of them emit at similar energies (within green to 

yellow region) and have a broad single emission band at room temperature (Fig. 52) the 

optical band gaps of sub-group I compounds are considerably higher than those of the sub-

group II compounds (Table 11). Clearly, photoluminescence of sub-group I does not 

correlate with their optical band gaps (Fig. S24), which is similar to that of Cu4I4 cubane 

based structures. Like most of the cubane structures, the sub-group I compounds also have 

short Cu-Cu distances (less than 2.8 Å), suggesting that they may follow the same emission 

mechanism. Sub-group II compounds, on the other hand, have emission energies close to 

their estimated optical band gaps, resembling those of Cu2I2(L)m dimer- and 1D-CuI(L) 
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chain-based structures.45,46 The Cu-Cu ditances are generally longer in these compounds 

(with the exception of Cu6I8(btmdb)2).  Note all members of this sub-group can be effectively 

excited by blue light, an important requirement for phosphors that can be used in 

conjunction with a blue LED chip in commercial WLED bulbs/lamps. Among them, 

compound 8 has a IQY of 71% under 450 nm excitation, compared favorably to that of a 

benchmark yellow phosphor YAG:Ce3+. To the best of our knowledge, this is the highest 

IQY value among all blue-excitable copper iodide based phosphors reported to date.  
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Figure 52.  Emission spectra of Cu4I6(pr-ted)2 (top) and Cu4I6(tpp)2(bttmm)2  (bottom) at 

various temperatures (λex = 360 nm). 
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Figure 53. Optical absorption spectra of compounds in sub group (I). 
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Figure 54. Optical absorption spectra of compounds in sub group (II). 
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Figure 55. Excitation and emission spectra of all compounds. 
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  The sub-group I compounds exhibit thermochromic behavior, as illustrated in Fig. 52. 

For compound Cu4I6(pr-ted)2, lowering temperature results in a small blue shift in its emission 

peak accompanied by a peak width narrowing. This behavior can be attributed to reduced 

structural torsion at low temperatures and increased localization of the excited state on the 

molecular structure.101-103 On the other hand, sub-group II compounds do not show clear 

thermochromism. There is very little temperature dependence in their emission energies (Fig. 

52). The PL lifetimes of sub-group I compounds (e.g. Cu4I6(pr-ted)2 and Cu6I8(bu-ted)2) show 

very little or no dependence on temperature, which is characteristic of phosphorescence. 

Their PL lifetime decay curves are best fit with a single exponential decay function, with an 

average amplitude-weighted PL lifetime decay constant (τ) about 5 μs (Fig. 56). For sub-

group II compounds, however, the PL lifetimes have strong temperature dependence , with 

values decreasing from 23-24 μs at 77 K to 1.3-1.6 μs at 295 K. Their PL lifetime decay 

curves are best fit by a double exponential decay function indicating that two separate 

processes may be contributing to the emission. For Cu4I6(tpp)2(bttmm)2, as temperature 

increases there is generally an increase in the fraction of the short lifetime decay constant, τ1, 

and at 295 K, almost 50% of the PL lifetime decay is attributed to a relatively fast 380 ns 

component. This suggests that in addition to phosphorescence (~50%), a substantial 

fraction of the emission at room temperature originates from thermally-activated delayed 

fluorescence (TADF) (Fig. 56). TADF has been observed previously in organic-inorganic 

hybrid materials and is associated with small singlet to triplet energy differences (Fig. 56) 

allowing exchange of electrons between the lowest excited triplet state (T1) and the lowest 

excited singlet state (S1) prior to radiative recombination. The lack of emission peak shifts 

with increasing temperature is also consistent with TADF and a small energy difference 

between S1 and T1. On the other hand, the absence of TADF for compound Cu4I6(pr-ted)2 
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(and other sub-group I compounds) is attributed to a large energy separation between S1 and 

T1 excited states which inhibits reverse intersystem crossing (RISC, Fig. 56). This large 

energy difference is due to a higher lying S1 state compared to sub-group II compounds and 

is consistent with the generally higher optical band gaps or shorter wavelength (higher 

energy) absorption onset observed in the optical absorption spectra of sub-group I 

compounds. 

 

Figure 56.  Energy diagrams of (a) compound Cu4I6(pr-ted)2 indicating phosphorescence and 

(b) compound Cu4I6(tpp)2(bttmm)2 indicating TADF and phosphorescence emission processes. 

The approximate time constants for internal conversion (IC) and intersystem crossing (ISC) 

are indicated along with the approximate time constants for TADF and phosphorescence 

which are extracted from the measured PL lifetime decay times. 

 

  DFT calculations were performed on selected structures from sub-group I (compounds 

Cu5I7(i-pr-ted)2 and sub-group II Cu2I4(mtp)2 (Fig. 52). The calculations correctly captured the 

trend that compounds in sub-group I have higher band gaps than those in sub-group II, 
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although the calculated values are systematically lower than experiment by about 0.7 eV.104 

This error range is consistent with recent calculations on a series of semiconductors and 

insulators using hybrid functionals.105 The calculations correctly capture the experimental 

observation that optical band gaps of sub-group I are significantly larger than those of sub-

group II (Fig. 52). The valence bands of all four compounds share common features - the 

primarily contributions are from the inorganic components (Cu 3d and I 5p atomic orbitals). 

However the contributions to the conduction bands are very different for compounds from 

the two sub-groups. For sub-group I compounds, they are mainly from Cu and I atomic 

orbitals (Cu 3d and I 5p), supporting a “cluster-centered” (CC) charge transfer mechanism 

for the observed luminescence.34,106,107 For sub-group II compounds, they are mostly from 

organic ligands (C 2p and N 2p atomic orbitals), and therefore, the emission is largely due to 

a metal-to-ligand charge transfer (MLCT) and iodine-to-ligand charge transfer (XLCT).  
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Figure 57. Density of states (DOS) plots for compounds Cu5I7(i-pr-ted)2 and Cu2I4(mtp)2. 

Line color scheme: dashed black: total; cyan: Cu (3d); pink Cu (4s); red: I (5p); purple I (5d); 

blue: N (2p); black: C (2p). 

 

6.5 Significantly improve thermal-/photostability 

The greatly enhanced thermal stability of these AIO structures is reflected from 

thermogravimetric (TG) analysis results. The decomposition temperatures of sub-group I 

compounds are as high as 300 °C, (Fig. 58). Most sub-group II compounds are stable up to 

200 °C (Fig. 59). Compared to CumIm-based charge-neutral molecular clusters, which 
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generally decompose below 80 °C, the addition of ionic bonding stabilizes AIO structures by 

at least 100 °C.  

 

 

Figure 58.  TG plots of structures in sub group (I). Cu3I5(bz-ted)2 (black), Cu4I6(3-Cl-pr-ted)2 

(red), Cu4I6(pr-ted)2(blue), Cu4I6(2-Br-et-ted)2(green), Cu5I7(i-pr-ted)2 (pink), Cu6I8(bu-ted)2 (gold). 
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Figure 59.  TG plots of structures in sub group (II). Cu2I4(mtp)2 (black), Cu4I6(tpp)2(bttmm)2 

(red), Cu4I6(tpp)2(btmdme)2 (blue), and Cu6I8(btmdb)2 (green). 

 

To further evaluate their suitability as lighting phosphors, Cu4I6(pr-ted)2 and 

Cu4I6(tpp)2(bttmm)2  were selected from each sub-group for long-term photo- and thermal- 

stability tests. After heating the selected samples at 100 °C for 20 days without protection, 

their IQY values were maintained at > 90% compared to the initial values (Fig. 60). Similarly, 

nominal decreases in their IQYs were detected after continuous UV irradiation on these 

samples for 20 days (Inset of Fig. 60). The two reference materials, namely charge-neutral 

0D-Cu2I2(py)4 dimer and 0D-Cu4I4(py)4 tetramer, however, suffered nearly 100% drop in their 

IQYs upon heating for merely one day, and these values were reduced by ~50% and ~80% 

at the end of the photostability experiment.   
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Figure 60. Plots of IQY ratios (Q0 and Q are IQY values measured before and after heating 

the sample at 100 C in air as a function of time). Inset is the plot of ratios of the IQY values 

after and before exposing to UV light as a function of time. Blue: 0D-Cu2I2(py)4, green: 0D-

Cu4I4(py)4, red: Cu4I6(pr-ted)2 , black: Cu4I6(tpp)2(bttmm)2 . 

 

6.6 Solution dispersability and lighting device design 

  Another advantage of these molecular clusters is their excellent solubility and 

dispersibility in common organic solvents, including chloroform, dimethylformamide (DMF), 

dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) (Fig. 61a). This makes it possible to fabricate films of these 

materials by solution-based process. High quality, continuous films of Cu4I6(pr-ted)2 were 

made by spin coating followed by thermal annealing (Fig. 61b). The film samples were 
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characterized by optical microscope (Fig. 61c), powder X-ray diffraction analysis (PXRD) 

and atomic force microscopy (AFM) (Fig. 61d). Prototype LED bulbs using these materials 

as phosphors were assembled by remote model (Fig. 61e). The white-emitting bulb was 

generated by coating compound Cu4I6(tpp)2(bttmm)2   on a commercial blue LED chip. High 

solution processability allows easy coating of the phosphors onto various substrates, 

including flexible papers or fabric. 

 

Figure 61. (a) Image of compound Cu4I6(pr-ted)2  completely dissolved in DMF solution. (b) 

Thin film prepared using compound Cu4I6(pr-ted)2  emitting green color under UV 

illumination. (c) Bright-field micrograph image of the spin-coated film of Cu4I6(pr-ted)2. (d) 

AFM image of the thin film collected in tapping mode. (e) Illuminating LED light bulbs (110 

V, 2 W) coated by selective AIO phosphors.  
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The AIO structures represent an entirely new sub-class of the CuI(L) hybrid material 

family. Compared to other three sub-classes that we have developed so far, namely the 1D-

CuI(L) staircase chain compounds, the nD-Cu2I2 (n = 0, 1, 2) rhomboid dimer-based and 

nD-Cu4I4 (n = 0, 1, 2, 3) cubane tetramer-based structures,18,45,46 the new sub-family is the 

only one that meets all four standards that are essential for lighting phosphors: optical 

tunability, high quantum efficiency, excellent thermal and photo stability and solution 

dispersibility/processability (Table 12).  
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Table 10. Summary of crystal data of AIO type of compounds. 

a Acetonitrile molecule was removed for the formulation consistency. 

Structu

res 

Cu3I5(bz-

ted)2 

Cu4I6(3-Cl-

pr-ted)2 

Cu4I6(pr-

ted)2 

Cu4I6(2-

Br-et-ted)2 

Cu5I7(i-pr-

ted)2 

Cu6I8(bu-

ted)2 

Cu2I4(mtp)

2 

Cu4I6(tpp)2

(bttmm)2 

Cu4I6(tpp)2(b

tmdme)2 

Cu6I8(btm

db)2 

Empiri

cal 

Formul

a 

C26H38Cu3

I5N4 

C18H36Cl2C

u4I6N4 

C18H38Cu4

I6N4 

C16H32Br

2Cu4I6N4 

C22H44Cu5

I7N6 

C20H42Cu6

I8N4 

C14H20Cu2

I4N2S2 

C56H60Cu4

I6N8P2 

C58H64Cu4I6

N8P2 

C38H66Cu

6I8N8 

FW 1231.72 1394.97 1326.08 1455.83 1598.63 1735.01 915.12 1922.62 1950.67 2031.42 

Space 

Group 

Pna21 Pbca Pbca P21/c Cc P21/n Pbca P-1 P-1 P21/n 

a (Å) 24.0270 

(11) 

13.6462 (7) 14.6937 

(12) 

7.3080 (3) 8.7546 (4) 14.0654 (8) 14.1350 (5) 9.4270 (5) 9.4759 (4) 20.0887 (7) 

b (Å) 9.7647 (5) 14.8791 (7) 14.4893 

(12) 

16.7452 (7) 32.8070 

(13) 

9.6542 (6) 11.2250 (4) 9.7963 (6) 9.8097 (4) 14.0472 (5) 

c (Å) 14.1939 (7) 15.8035 (8) 14.7546 

(12) 

13.0857 (6) 13.9970 

(6) 

15.3742(

9) 

14.4830 

(5) 

19.2714 

(11) 

19.4737 (8) 21.1752 (8) 

 () 90 90 90 90 90 90 90 95.637 (2) 97.104 (2) 90 

 () 90 90 90 91.875 (2) 104.049 

(2) 

110.977 (2) 90 94.470 (2) 93.506 (2) 109.720 (2) 

 () 90 90 90 90 90 90 90 118.055(2) 117.500 (2) 90 

V (Å3) 3330.1(3) 3208.8 (3) 3141.3 (4) 1600.49 (12) 1598.63 1949.3 (2) 2297.95 

(14) 

1547.30 

(16) 

1578.89 

(12) 

5625.0 (4) 

Z 4 4 4 2 4 2 4 1 1 4 

T (K) 100 (2) 100 (2) 100 (2) 298 (2) 100 (2) 100 (2) 150 (2) 100 (2) 100 (2) 100 (2) 

λ(Å) 0.7749 0.7749 0.7749 0.7749 0.7749 0.7749 0.6888 0.7749 0.7293 0.7293 

R1 0.0241 0.0170 0.0224 0.0349 0.0217 0.0213 0.0162 0.0295 0.0259 0.0327 

wR2 0.0573 0.0409 0.0553 0.0918 0.0487 0.0477 0.0345 0.0746 0.0633 0.0600 
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Table 11. Estimated optical band gaps, emission energies and colors, IQY values and 

decomposition temperatures of compounds. 

 

 

# Structure Optical 

Bandgap 

(eV) 

λem 

(nm) 

Emission 

Color 

IQY 

(EQY) 

(ex: 360 

nm) 

IQY 

(EQY) 

(ex: 450 

nm) 

TD (°C) 

Sub-Group 1 

1 Cu3I5(bz-ted)2 3.0 560 Yellow 75 (67) -- 270 

2 Cu4I6(3-Cl-pr-ted)2 3.1 540 Green-

yellow 

92 (71) -- 270 

3 Cu4I6(pr-ted)2 3.1 535 Green 92 (65) -- 280 

4 Cu4I6(2-Br-et-ted)2 2.9 535 Green 75 (47) -- 280 

5 Cu5I7(i-pr-ted)2 3.1 575 Orange 70 (54) -- 310 

6 Cu6I8(bu-ted)2 3.0 530 Green 90 (69) -- 300 

Sub-Group 2 

7 Cu2I4(mtp)2 2.3 555 Yellow 61 (49) 52 (41) 210 

8 Cu4I6(tpp)2(bttmm)2 2.5 540 Green-

yellow 

90 (54) 71 (56) 200 

9 Cu4I6(tpp)2(btmdme)2 2.4 545 Green-

yellow 

64 (45) 42 (30) 180 

10 Cu6I8(btmdb)2 2.4 540 Green-

yellow 

70 (61) 51 (40) 200 
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Table 12. Comparison of the four types of copper iodide based hybrid phosphors. 

Sub-family Formula Optical 

Tunability 

High IQYs High Stability High Dispersibility 

I CuI(L) √ Χ Χ Χ 

II Cu2I2(L)n √ √ Χ Χ 

III Cu4I4(L)n Χ √ √ Χ 

IV CumIm+n(L)n √ √ √ √ 

 

 

6.7 Summary 

    In summary, a new AIO type of inorganic-organic hybrid structures have been designed 

and synthesized, displaying the features of structural diversity, high luminescence and 

stability, and excellent dispersibility, making them suitable candidates as lighting phosphors. 

More importantly, their unique structural characteristics provide insights in understanding 

the structure-property correlations and open up new opportunities for designing new 

structures with more potential applications.  
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